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Abstract—This paper applies error-exponent and dispersion-
style analyses to derive finite-blocklength achievability bounds for
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes over the point-to-point
channel (PPC) and multiple access channel (MAC). The error-
exponent analysis applies Gallager’s error exponent to bound
achievable symmetrical and asymmetrical rates in the MAC.
The dispersion-style analysis begins with a generalization of the
random coding union (RCU) bound from random code ensembles
with i.i.d. codewords to random code ensembles in which code-
words may be statistically dependent; this generalization is useful
since the codewords of random linear codes such as random
LDPC codes are dependent. Application of the RCU bound
yields improved finite-blocklength error bounds and asymptotic
achievability results for i.i.d. random codes and new finite-
blocklength error bounds and achievability results for LDPC
codes. For discrete, memoryless channels, these results show that
LDPC codes achieve first- and second-order performance that is
optimal for the PPC and identical to the best-prior results for
the MAC.
I. INTRODUCTION
LOW-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are linear codesdesigned with sparse parity-check matrices for the pur-
pose of enabling low complexity decoding strategies. Intro-
duced along with corresponding iterative decoding algorithms
by Gallager in 1962 [1] and largely overlooked until their
rediscovery with the introduction of turbo codes [2] in the
1990s, LDPC codes are now in widespread use, playing a role
in commercial standards like 10 Gb/s Ethernet (IEEE 803.3an),
WiFi (IEEE 802.11n), WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e), and the 5G
standard [3].
This paper presents achievability bounds for the finite-
blocklength performance of LDPC codes over the point-to-
point channel (PPC) and the multiple access channel (MAC).
Proofs employ two types of analyses.
1) Error-exponent analyses generalize the techniques in [4]
to demonstrate that average error probability  decays
exponentially in blocklength n with an error exponent
bounded below by Gallager’s error exponent. This tech-
nique yields tighter bounds when  is very small.
2) Dispersion-style analyses generalize [5], bounding the
log size of the codebook achievable for a given average
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS
n blocklength/number of LDPC variable nodes
r number of LDPC check nodes
λ variable node degree of regular LDPC code
ρ check node degree of regular LDPC code
c single-transmitter codebook
d MAC codebook
Q GF(q)K
G bipartite LDPC graph
V vertex set of a graph G
E edge set of a graph G
i(x; y) information density
C channel capacity
V channel dispersion
T third-order centered moment of information density
Q complementary Gaussian CDF
T nq set of all possible types for n elements from GF(q)
T nQ set of all possible types for n elements from Q
v LDPC coset vector
δ LDPC quantizer
S
n
(t) ensemble-average number of type-t codewords/codematrices
S
n ensemble-average spectrum
D(g) Bhattacharyya parameter for input g
B(n, t) multinomial coefficient
Ep(R) Gallager’s error exponent for distribution p
error probability  and blocklength n. This method yields
tighter bounds when n is very small.
We begin with a brief overview of prior LDPC and linear
coding analyses.
In his 1968 text [6, Section 6.2], Gallager describes a
random coset parity-check matrix code ensemble. Each el-
ement of the parity-check matrix is chosen uniformly and
independently from {0, 1}. The coset ensemble is formed
by adding the same random vector to all codewords defined
by the parity-check matrix. For PPCs with non-binary input
alphabets, a “quantization” mapping maps one or more binary
vectors to each channel input symbol. Gallager shows that the
proposed code can achieve the capacity of an arbitrary discrete,
memoryless PPC (DM-PPC) under maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding.
In [7], Davey and MacKay generalize binary LDPC codes
to finite field GF(q), q ≥ 2, showing empirically that q-ary
codes can significantly improve binary code performance for
binary-input PPCs under belief propagation decoding.
The first analysis of the standard GF(q) LDPC code
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2ensemble appears in [4]. The standard GF(q) LDPC code
ensemble employs a random Tanner graph that maps the
vector of variable-node edge sockets to a random permutation
of the vector of check-node edge sockets; edge weights are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniformly on
GF(q) \ {0}. For the DM-PPC under ML decoding, [4]
derives an upper bound on the average error probability using
Gallager’s error exponent, showing that the random code has
a high probability under sufficiently large connectivity and
blocklength of achieving vanishing error probability at rates
arbitrarily close to the channel capacity. Independently of [4],
the authors in [8] analyze the performance over modulo-
additive PPCs of two different GF(q)-LDPC code ensembles
under ML decoding. The error exponents for most codes in
their design are bounded below asymptotically by the random
coding error exponent [8].
While the above studies focus on asymptotic behavior
of LDPC code ensembles, the increasing prevalence of de-
lay sensitive applications motivate finite-blocklength (non-
asymptotic) code analyses. For example, blocklengths of cur-
rent 5G LDPC and polar codes typically range from 100 to
20000.
In [9], Di et al. analyze the finite-blocklength performance
of LDPC codes over the binary erasure channel (BEC), where
finite-blocklength analysis boils down to a combinatorial prob-
lem. The paper derives the exact average bit- and block-erasure
probability for a given regular ensemble of LDPC codes under
an iterative decoding algorithm and presents upper bounds
on the average bit- and block-erasure probability for standard
binary LDPC code ensembles and the random parity-check
ensemble under ML decoding. Other studies that focus on the
BEC include [10]–[12]. The work in [13], [14] extends the
finite-blocklength analysis to general (not necessarily symmet-
ric) binary-input channels.
Unfortunately, the above-described non-asymptotic analyses
yield expressions that are either difficult to evaluate or depend
on empirical performance. As a result, they provide less insight
than the dispersion-style bounds (with corresponding converse
results) found in [5], which accurately characterize the backoff
from channel capacity using the channel dispersion V and
target error  for blocklengths as short as 100. This observation
motivates our generalization of the dispersion-style analyses to
the standard LDPC code ensemble.
Yang and Meng [15] study Gallager’s independent, uni-
form parity-check ensemble and the standard binary LDPC
code ensemble under modified Feinstein’s threshold decod-
ing. Noting that codewords under these ensembles are not
pairwise independent and therefore that Shannon-style random
coding arguments do not apply, they derive new achievability
bounds for memoryless binary-input output-symmetric PPCs,
demonstrating that Gallager’s parity-check ensemble bound
is asymptotically tight up to the second order and that the
standard LDPC code ensemble is capacity achieving.
Fewer analyses are available for LDPC codes over MACs.
In [16] and [17], the authors study the two-user Gaussian
MAC with BPSK modulation using LDPC codes. The main
results in [16] are two different approximations for the den-
sity evolution, which lead to a simple linear programming
optimization for MAC LDPC code design. The authors of
[17] adopt a belief propagation (BP) algorithm, and derive the
probability density function (PDF) of the log-likelihood-ratios
(LLRs) fed to the component LDPC decoders. The authors
of [18] consider LDPC coset codes in a compound MAC
with common information and analyze the performance of
the proposed coset codes by deriving a lower bound on error
exponents. In [19], Ebrahimi et al. introduce a two-layer coded
channel access framework and analyze its performance over
erasure adder MACs and a random access network where the
number of active users is known at the receiver. The paper
presents density evolution analysis in cases where the outer
layer is a long-blocklength LDPC code.
The finite-blocklength performance of the standard LDPC
code ensemble under either an arbitrary DM-PPC or discrete,
memoryless MAC (DM-MAC) remains an open problem.
This paper analyzes the finite-blocklength performance of
the standard GF(q) LDPC code ensemble under ML de-
coding using both the error-exponent approach from [4] and
dispersion-style approach from [5].
For the error-exponent analysis, we extend the result of [4]
from the DM-PPC to symmetrical rates in the K-transmitter
DM-MAC (DM-K-MAC) and arbitrary rates in the DM-2-
MAC using Gallager’s error exponent; the latter generalizes
to K-transmitter MACs for K > 2. We then refine the result
by providing a non-asymptotic expansion of Gallager’s error
exponent using [6, Exercise 5.23].
For the dispersion-style approach, we derive finite-
blocklength error bounds and asymptotic third-order achiev-
ability results for the DM-PPC and the DM-2-MAC for i.i.d.
codes; the achievability result is optimal up to the third order
in the DM-PPC case, improving the corresponding bound on
the number of codewords achievable under a desired error
probability bound from a third-order term O(log n) in [5,
Th. 49] to 12 log n − O(1) and matching the corresponding
converse bound [5, Th. 48] up to the third order. For the DM-2-
MAC, our bound improves the third-order MAC achievability
bound from −ν log n1 with ν ≥ 2|X1||X2||Y| in [20] to
1
2 log n1− O(1)1. As noted in [15], random LDPC code are
random linear codes, and the use of an underlying parity-
check matrix results in statistically dependent codewords. We
therefore need to generalize the random coding union (RCU)
bound [5, Th. 16] from codes employing i.i.d. codeword design
to a more general family of randomly designed codes that
includes codes with statistically dependent codewords. We
use our generalized RCU bound to derive an upper bound
for the standard LDPC code ensemble with coset vector and
quantization, showing that LDPC codes achieve first- and
second-order performance that is optimal for the DM-PPC and
identical to the best-prior results for the DM-MAC.
Remark 1: Although practical implementations of LDPC
codes typically employ fast but sub-optimal decoders, it is
instructive to study the performance of LDPC codes under
ML decoding in order to distinguish how much performance
penalty, if any, results from the application of a low density
encoder and separate this impact from the impact of sub-
optimal decoding.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II-A
3defines notation. Section II-B introduces our channel models.
Section II-C defines the quantized coset LDPC codes used in
our study. Sections III-A and III-B apply the error-exponent
approach to bound the performance of quantized coset LDPC
codes with ML decoding on the DM-MAC; the analysis treats
both communication at a symmetrical rate point in an arbitrary
symmetrical DM-K-MAC, and communication at an asym-
metrical rate point for an arbitrary DM-2-MAC. Section III-C
relates the error exponent results to the dispersion-style re-
sults, revealing that the error-exponent analysis achieves a
sub-optimal second-order coefficient in blocklength n but
a superior bound when target error probability  is small.
Sections IV-A and IV-B present the performance of standard
i.i.d. codes for the DM-PPC and DM-MAC using the RCU
bound; the resulting bounds are optimal to the third-order
for the DM-PPC and the tightest result to date for the DM-
MAC. In Section V-A, we apply the generalized RCU bound
to quantized coset LDPC codes, which lack the property of
codeword independence used in bounding code performance
in the DM-PPC. We present both a finite-blocklength error
bound and an asymptotic achievability result that is optimal up
to the second order. Section V-B extends the result to the DM-
2-MAC, showing that LDPC codes achieve first- and second-
order performance that is identical to the best-prior results for
the DM-2-MAC.
The main results of this paper are Theorems 1, 2, and 4,
which bound the error exponent performance of the quantized
coset LDPC code; Theorems 11 and 14, which give the finite-
blocklength error bound and asymptotic achievability result for
standard i.i.d. codes; and Theorems 15 and 16, which present
a finite-blocklength error bound and asymptotic achievability
result for the quantized coset LDPC code.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
A. Notation
Throughout this paper, we denote the set of integers
{1, 2, . . . , k1} as [k1], and {k1, . . . , k2} as [k1 : k2] for any
positive integers k1 and k2, where [k1 : k2] = ∅ when k1 > k2.
We use uppercase letters (e.g., X and Y ) for random variables,
lowercase letters (e.g., x and y) for realizations of the corre-
sponding random variables, and calligraphic uppercase letters
(e.g., X and Y) for sample spaces. To represent vectors, we
use both superscripts (e.g., xn and Xn) and bold face (e.g.,
x and 1 = (1, . . . , 1)) when the length of the vector is clear
from the context. We use both Xi and X[i] to represent the ith
element of the vector X = Xn. For any scalar function f(·)
and any vector x ∈ Rn, f(x) is the vector of function values,
defined as f(x)
4
= (f(xi), i ∈ [n]). Given a set Z ⊆ Rn, a
vector v ∈ Rn, and a scalar a ∈ R, aZ+v 4= {az+v, z ∈ Z}.
For any joint distribution PXY on discrete alphabet X ×Y ,
we denote the information density by
i(x; y)
4
= log
PXY (x, y)
PX(x)PY (y)
= log
PY |X(y|x)
PY (y)
. (1)
Given a set X , we denote the n-fold Cartesian product of X
as Xn and indicate a probability distribution on Xn by PXn .
For any alphabets Xi, i ∈ [n] and any countable ordered set
A ⊆ [n], we define XA 4=
∏
i∈A Xi and let PXA denote a
distribution on the alphabet XA. We say xA ≥ yA if xa ≥ ya
for all a ∈ A. For any joint distribution PXnY on Xn, Y
and any ordered sets A and B with A ∩ B = ∅, and any
xA ∈ XA, xB ∈ XB, and y ∈ Y
i(xA; y)
4
= log
PY |XA(y|xA)
PY (y)
(2)
i(xA; y|xB) 4= log
PY |XA,XB(y|xA, xB)
PY |XB(y|xB)
. (3)
The mutual informations, dispersions, conditioned disper-
sions, and third centered moments of information are
I(PXA)
4
= E[i(XA;Y )] (4)
I(PXA |PXB) 4= E[i(XA;Y |XB))] (5)
V (PXA)
4
= Var[i(XA;Y )] (6)
V (PXA |PXB) 4= Var[i(XA;Y |XB)] (7)
V Y (PXA)
4
= Var[i(XA;Y )|Y ] (8)
V Y (PXA |PXB) 4= Var[i(XA;Y |XB)|Y ] (9)
T (PXA)
4
= E[|i(XA;Y )− I(PXA)|3] (10)
T (PXA |PXB) 4= E[|i(XA;Y |XB)− I(PXA |PXB)]|3].
(11)
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) and PDF for
standard Gaussian distribution N (0, 1) are denoted by
Φ(x)
4
=
1√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−
u2
2 du, (12)
φ(x)
4
=
1√
2pi
e−
x2
2 , (13)
respectively. The function Q(·) denotes the standard Gaussian
complementary CDF
Q(x)
4
= 1− Φ(x) = 1√
2pi
∫ ∞
x
e−
u2
2 du, (14)
and Q−1(·) is the inverse function of Q(·).
We use PX(1)...X(M) to denote the distribution of a code-
book with M codewords. For any ordered set A ⊆ [M ], the
notation X(A) = (X(i), i ∈ A) captures a subset of the
codewords.
Throughout this paper, the base of all logarithms and
exponentials, unless otherwise indicated, is q, where prime
power q specifies the alphabet for the GF(q)-LDPC code
defined in the next section. We employ standard o(·) and O(·)
notations writing f(n) = o(g(n)) if limn→∞ | f(n)g(n) | = 0 and
f(n) = O(g(n)) if there exist constants a and n0 such that
|f(n)| ≤ a|g(n)| for all n > n0.
B. Channel Models: DM-PPC and DM-MAC
Definition 1: (DM-PPC) A DM-PPC is described by
(X , PY |X ,Y),
where X and Y are the discrete channel input and output
alphabets, respectively, and PY |X(y|x) specifies the channel
4transition probability for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . The n-th
order extension (Xn, PY n|Xn ,Yn) of (X , PY |X ,Y) satisfies
Pr[yk|xk, yk−1] = Pr[yk|xk] for all k ∈ [n].
Definition 2: (DM-K-MAC) A DM-K-MAC is defined by(
K∏
i=1
Xi, PY |X ,Y
)
where Xi, i ∈ [K], and Y are the discrete channel input and
output alphabets, respectively, and PY |X = PY |X1,X2,...,XK
is the channel transition probability. A DM-K-MAC is called
symmetric if all transmitters have the same input alphabet
Xi = X for all i ∈ [K] and
PY |X(y|x) = PY |X(y|pi(x))
for all y ∈ Y , x ∈ XK , and permutations pi on [K].
C. Quantized Coset Codes
We begin with a formal definition of the quantized coset
GF(q)-LDPC code used in our study.
For any prime power q and finite field GF(q), a quantized
coset GF(q)-LDPC code is defined by three components: a
standard LDPC encoder, a coset vector v, and a quantizer δ,
defined below and illustrated in Figure 1.
Message
LDPC
Encoder
+
Coset
Vector v
Quantizer
δ(·)
Channel
Codeword
Fig. 1. Encoding of Quantized Coset LDPC Code
Definition 3: (Standard GF(q)-LDPC code) A standard
GF(q)-LDPC code is defined using a bipartite Tanner graph
G = (V, E) with n variable nodes, r check nodes, and edge
set E ⊆ [n] × [r]. For each (i, j) ∈ E , (i, j) represents
an undirected edge connecting the ith variable node and the
jth check node; each edge (i, j) ∈ E carries a constant
gi,j ∈ GF(q) \ {0}. The notation
N (j) 4= {i : (i, j) ∈ E},
captures the neighborhood of check node j ∈ [r] resulting
from edge set E .
The n variable nodes hold a column vector u from GF(q)n.
Vector u is a codeword if it satisfies all check nodes, giving∑
i∈N (j)
gi,jui = 0 ∀j ∈ [r];
the linear equation operates in GF(q). The set of all M = |c|
codewords constitute the codebook
c = {c1, . . . , cM} ⊆ GF(q)n
for the given Tanner graph G = (V, E).
Following [21], [22], we do not transmit codewords from
the LDPC encoder but instead apply quantized coset coding.
Definition 4: (Coset GF(q)-LDPC Code) Given a Tanner
graph G = (V, E) and the corresponding LDPC codebook c,
we obtain the coset LDPC code by adding a constant vector v,
called the coset vector, to each codeword ci ∈ c. The addition
ci + v, i ∈ [M ]
is performed component-wise in GF(q). The set {ci + v, i ∈
[M ]} is the codebook for the coset GF(q)-LDPC code.
Definition 5: (Quantized Coset GF(q)-LDPC Code) Given
an LDPC codebook c and a coset vector v, we map each
symbol from ci + v to a symbol from the channel input
alphabet U using quantizer δ:
δ : GF(q)→ U . (15)
Mapping δ is applied component-wise; we therefore employ
notation
δ(ci + v)
4
= [δ(ci[j] + v[j])]j∈[n] = [δ((ci + v)[j])]j∈[n]
for coset codeword ci + v. The set {δ(ci + v), i ∈ [M ]} is
the codebook for the quantized coset GF(q)-LDPC code.
The quantizer δ enables us to approximate, using a code on
GF(q), any rational probability mass function PU , for which
PU (u) is an integer multiple Nu of 1/q for every u ∈ U
(giving PU (u) = Nu/q). This is achieved by mapping Nu
elements to each channel input symbol u ∈ U .
Remark 2: The quantization δ(·) is an essential component
in code designs for arbitrary (not necessarily symmetric) DM-
PPCs since unequal channel transition probabilities between
input and output symbols can lead to non-uniform capacity-
achieving input distributions. The performance penalty for
using a uniform input distribution in place of the optimal input
distribution is called the shaping gap.
Our analysis focuses on a random ensemble of quantized
coset GF(q)-LDPC codes.
We restrict attention to regular Tanner graphs, in which all
left nodes have degree λ and all right nodes have degree
ρ. A random graph is chosen by first labeling the |E| edge
sockets from left nodes from 1 to |E|, then labeling the |E|
edge sockets from right nodes from 1 to |E|, and finally
choosing a permutation pi uniformly at random from the set
of permutations on [|E|]. The graph connects each left node
edge socket i to the right-node edge socket pii. The edge
constant gi,j for each edge (i, j) ∈ E is chosen uniformly
and independently at random from GF(q) \ {0}.
Remark 3: An attracting property of regular LDPC codes
is that the minimum distance grows linearly with block-
length [1], therefore regular LDPC codes achieve superior
performance than irregular LDPC codes under ML decoding.
In contrast, lower iterative decoding threshold makes irregular
LDPC codes outperform regular LDPC codes under iterative
decoding [23].
The design rate of the described ensemble is R q-ary symbols
per channel use, where
R
4
= 1− r
n
= 1− λ
ρ
.
The actual number of legitimate codewords is qnR if the
parity-check matrix corresponding to the randomly drawn
Tanner graph has full rank and larger if that parity-check
matrix does not have full rank. We restrict the operational
5rate to equal the design rate by choosing exactly qnR active
codewords for use in coding. Before communication begins,
the codebook, coset vector, and quantizer are revealed to
all parties, so that the receiver knows which M = qnR
codewords are employed and how they are processed. We
refer to the process of selecting precisely qnR codewords for
active use and effectively removing others from the codebook
as codeword removal.
Definition 6: (Codeword Removal) Given an ensemble of
GF(q)-LDPC codes with design rate R, the codeword removal
process generates an ensemble by dividing the probability of
each code in the original ensemble equally among all code(s)
corresponding to a distinct combination of qnR codewords
from the original code.
We denote the random ensemble of GF(q)-LDPC codes result-
ing from random Tanner graph design by LDPC(Full, λ, ρ;n);
the random ensemble of GF(q)-LDPC codes – after codeword
removal but before coset addition or application of quantizer
δ – by LDPC(λ, ρ;n); and the random ensemble of quantized
coset GF(q)-LDPC codes by LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n).
III. ERROR-EXPONENT BOUNDS FOR LDPC CODE
ENSEMBLE ON MAC
A. Error-Exponent Bound for LDPC Code Ensemble on the
DM-K-MAC with Identical Encoders
In this section, we consider an arbitrary, symmetric DM-K-
MAC and derive the expected ensemble error probability under
ML decoding. In this analysis, we assume that all transmitters
employ the same random codebook from the LDPC(λ, ρ;n)
ensemble, but each is offset by an independent random coset
vector vj , j ∈ [K]. All transmitters employ the same quantizer
δ(·).
For a fixed LDPC graph with M = qnR codewords
c1, . . . , cM ∈ GF(q)n, the single-transmitter codebook for
transmitter k is
c(k) = {c1, . . . , cM} ⊆ GF(q)n
for each k ∈ [K]. The MAC codebook is the set of
codematrices
d = {dm : m ∈ [M ]k} ⊆ GF(q)n×K
that result from those codewords, where for any m =
(m(1), . . . ,m(K)) ∈ [M ]K , dm = (cm(1), . . . , cm(K)).
We denote the MAC ensemble before restriction of code-
matrices by LDPCK(Full, λ, ρ;n). After random selection of
qnR codewords from which we build MAC codematrices, we
denote the MAC ensemble before and after applying the ran-
dom coset matrix and fixed quantization by LDPCK(λ, ρ;n)
and LDPCK(λ, ρ, δ;n), respectively.
Let v denote the coset matrix formed by combining the
K coset vectors column-wise, giving v = [v1v2 · · ·vK ]. We
map each symbol from the matrix dm + v ∈ GF(q)n×K
to a symbol from the channel input alphabet U using the
(component-wise) quantizer δ. The resulting channel input is
δ(dm + v).
Remark 4: As noted in [24], using the same codebook
from the LDPC(λ, ρ;n) ensemble for all transmitters has
practical advantages. In our case, each device is the same
except for its unique random coset vector vj . When consid-
ering an arbitrary (not necessarily symmetric) DM-K-MAC
or an arbitrary rate vector, a different quantized coset LDPC
code LDPC(λj , ρj , δj ;n), j ∈ [K] can be applied to each
transmitter. For simplicity of notation, we assume in this
section that both the MAC and the desired rate are symmetric.
General MACs and rate vectors are studied in Section III-B
for the case of K = 2.
In order to analyze the expected ensemble error probability
for some fixed value (λ, ρ), we require a means of describing
the distribution over the types of codematrices. The following
definitions are useful for that discussion.
For any matrix a ∈ GF(q)n×K , recall that Q 4= GF(q)K
specifies the alphabet of each row of a. Let T nQ (a) denote the
type that results when we view a as a list of n elements from
alphabet Q, giving
T nQ (a) = (t(g) : g ∈ Q),
t(g) =
n∑
i=1
1(a[i, ∗] = g).
If a = dm for some codematrix dm, then T nQ (a) captures,
for each g ∈ Q, the number of time steps when the (K-
dimensional) row of codematrix dm takes value g. The set of
possible types is
T nQ 4= {T nQ (a) : a ∈ GF(q)n×K} ⊂ Z|Q|+ .
For any MAC codebook d, let
Snd = (S
n
d (t) : t ∈ T nQ )
represent the spectrum of codebook d, where for any type
t ∈ T nQ ,
Snd (t) =
∑
m
1(T nQ (dm) = t) (16)
is the number of codematrices of type t in MAC codebook
d. When the code is chosen at random (e.g., through random
LDPC graph design and random codeword removal), we use
S
n 4
= ED[S
n
D] = (S
n
(t) : t ∈ T nQ ) (17)
to represent the ensemble-average spectrum of the random
codebook D, where ED[·] here captures the expectation with
respect to the random choice of codebook D.
The following notation is used in the statement of The-
orem 1. Given a discrete, memoryless K-transmitter MAC
with input alphabet X = UK , channel transition PY |X , and
quantizer δ(·), let D = (D(g) : g ∈ Q), where
D(g) 4= 1
qK
∑
g′∈Q
∑
y
√
PY |X(y|δ(g′))PY |X(y|δ(g′ + g))
(18)
is the extension of Bhattacharyya parameter to non-binary
channels.
6For any type t ∈ T nQ , let Dt be the product of terms D(g)
resulting from type t, giving
Dt 4=
∏
g∈Q
D(g)t(g), (19)
and let B(n, t) denote the number of distinct matrices a ∈
GF(q)n×K of type t, which is the multinomial coefficient
B(n, t)
4
=
n!∏
g∈Q tg!
.
Theorem 1 derives an upper bound on the ensemble-average
error probability for the LDPC code ensemble as a function of
the product of Bhattacharyya parameterDt, ensemble-average
number of codematrices S
n
(t), and Gallager’s error exponent
Ep(·), defined below.
Theorem 1: Let PY |X be the transition probability for
a symmetric DM-K-MAC with input alphabet X = UK
and output alphabet Y . Let the MAC’s maximal symmetrical
rate vector be the K-vector (C, . . . , C), and fix any R =
(R, . . . , R) with R < C. Let PU be a pmf on U for which
PU (u) = Nu/q for some integer Nu for each u ∈ U , and let
δ : GF(q) → U be a quantization matched to PU . Consider
any ensemble of random K-MAC LDPC codes, denoted by L,
with codeword removal and blocklength n, symmetrical rate
R, and ensemble-average spectrum S
n
.
Let T ⊆ T nQ be any fixed set of types. Then for any
blocklength n, the ensemble-average error probability of the
quantized coset-shifted ensemble of L under ML decoding is
bounded as
E[P (n)e ] ≤
∑
t∈T
S
n
(t)Dt + q−nEp(KR+(logαMAC)/n),
where Ep(·) is Gallager’s error exponent for the input distri-
bution PX = PUK = PKU , defined using
Ep(R)
4
= max
0≤ρ≤1
[E0(ρ, PX)− ρR], (20)
E0(ρ, PX)
4
= − log
∑
y
[ ∑
x∈UK
PX(x)PY |X(y|x)1/(1+ρ)
]1+ρ
,
(21)
and
αMAC = max
t∈Tc
S
n
(t)
(MK − 1)B(n, t)q−nK . (22)
Here Tc = T nQ \T\{T nQ (0)}, where T nQ (0) is the type of the
all zero codematrix, and M = qnR.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Remark 5: The tightest bound for each blocklength n in
Theorem 1 can be obtained by optimizing over the set of types
T.
Remark 6: The error probability expression in Theorem 1
takes the same form for different ensembles of K-MAC
LDPC codes, but the ensemble-average spectrum, S
n
, and
consequently logαMACn vary for different ensembles.
Theorem 1 captures the error bound in two terms. In
Theorem 2 below, we demonstrate that the first term in
Theorem 1 can be made equal to zero for some non-trivial
choice of T provided that we first expurgate (remove) codes
with small minimum distance. The definition of our expurgated
code ensemble follows.
Definition 7: (LDPCK-Exσ(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble) Let
PL(D) denote the probability of observing a randomly chosen
code D from the LDPCK(Full, λ, ρ;n) ensemble. The expur-
gated MAC LDPC code ensemble LDPCK-Exσ(Full, λ, ρ;n)
is the ensemble obtained by placing probability zero on all
codes of minimum distance less than or equal to σn, and
probability PrL(D|dmin(D) > σn) on the remaining codes,
giving
Prex,σ(D) =
{
0, if dmin(D) ≤ σ
PrL(D|dmin(D) > σn), otherwise.
(23)
Here the distance between two n × K codematrices d1 and
d2, denoted by d(d1,d2), is the number of rows that differ,
d(d1,d2) =
n∑
i=1
1(d1[i, ∗] 6= d2[i, ∗])
and the minimum distance of codebook d is
dmin(d) = min
m 6=m′
d(dm,dm′).
Applying the codeword removal process to the LDPCK-
Exσ(Full, λ, ρ;n) generates the LDPCK-Exσ(λ, ρ;n) ensem-
ble, and applying the coset addition and quantization to the
LDPCK-Exσ(λ, ρ;n) ensemble gives the the quantized coset
MAC LDPC code ensemble LDPCK-Exσ(λ, ρ, δ;n).
For any λ ≥ 3, the probability that an LDPC code drawn
from the LDPC(Full, λ, ρ;n) ensemble has a small minimum
distance decays exponentially to zero as the blocklength n
grows [4, Th. 6]. In Appendix C, we show that the same bound
applies after restriction to our fixed-rate code.
Since expurgation eliminates the first term in Theorem 1,
the remainder of Theorem 2 works to demonstrate that the
second term in Theorem 1 has the desired property.
In the DM-PPC, Gallager’s error exponent has the property
that Ep(R) > 0 for all R < C. Here, similarly, Ep(KR) > 0
for all KR < KC in the DM-K-MAC (where KR is the
symmetrical sum-rate and KC is the maximum symmetrical
sum-rate). Notice, however, that the second term in Theorem 1
employs Ep(KR+ logαMACn ) rather than Ep(KR). Theorem 2
therefore also seeks to evaluate the rate offset logαMACn in Gal-
lager’s error exponent. Using a series of supporting theorems
provided in Appendix B, Theorem 2 shows that this rate offset
can be made arbitrarily small. More precisely, Theorem 2
shows that if ρ = κn and κ → 0 no more quickly than
Θ( lognn ), then
logαMAC
n decays as O(
logn
n ). Therefore, our
proposed code design is asymptotically capacity achieving.
Theorem 2: Let PY |X be the transition probability for a
discrete memoryless K-transmitter MAC with input alphabet
X = UK and output alphabet Y . Let the MAC’s maximal
symmetrical rate vector be the K-vector (C, . . . , C), and fix
any R = (R, . . . , R) with R < C. Let PU be a pmf on
U for which PU (u) is an integer multiple of 1/q for each
u ∈ U , and let δ : GF(q) → U be a quantization matched
to PU . Let ∆R > 0 be some arbitrary number. Then for
large enough ρ and n, there exists LDPC parameters (λ, ρ)
7for which the ensemble-average error probability for LDPCK-
Exσ(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble under ML decoding is bounded as:
Eex[P
(n)
e ] ≤ q−nEp(KR+∆R),
where Ep(·) is Gallager’s error exponent defined in Theorem
1. Further, if ρ = κnfor some κ that approaches zero no
more quickly than Θ( lognn ), then the minimum rate offset ∆R
decays as O( lognn ).
Proof: See Appendix D.
Remark 7: Theorem 2 provides an upper bound on the
ensemble-average error probability in terms of Gallager’s error
exponent Ep(R) for input distribution PX = PKU . Here PU
is restricted to be a rational pmf for which, for all u ∈ U ,
PU (u) = Nu/q for some integer Nu. By choosing PU to ap-
proximate the capacity-achieving input distribution, we obtain
Ep(R) > 0 for all R < C. Therefore, the ensemble-average
error probability of LDPCK-Exσ(λ, ρ, δ;n) asymptotically
approaches 0, and the existence argument of a deterministic
capacity-achieving quantized coset-shifted LDPC MAC code
follows. However, note that the nature of the quantizer δ(·)
restrict achievable PU to be integer multiples of 1q . When the
optimal input distribution P ∗X is irrational or not an integer
multiple of 1q , then a large alphabet size q may be required to
closely approximate P ∗X .
Our study chooses M = qnR codewords uniformly at
random from the set of qnRC ≥ qnR valid parity-check
solutions. This approach differs from most other studies of
LDPC codes, which assume that the parity-check matrix of a
code randomly chosen from the LDPC(λ, ρ;n) ensemble has
full rank, giving RC = R. This assumption is not precise,
but it does become increasingly probable in the limit of
large parity-check matrices. The following theorem formalizes
this observation and demonstrates that the probability that
the actual rate RC deviates from the design rate R decays
exponentially in the blocklength n.
Theorem 3: Consider the ensemble LDPC(λ, ρ;n) without
random codeword removal. Let R
4
= 1− λρ denote the design
rate of the ensemble and let RC denote the actual rate of
a code C from the ensemble using the full collection of
legitimate codewords. For any  > 0, there exists some integer
n() such that for n > n()
Pr[RC −R > ] ≤ q−n/2. (24)
In addition, for any  > 0, there exists a T0 > 0 such that for
all n > n()
E[RC −R] ≤ T0 log n
n
. (25)
Proof: See Appendix E.
B. Error-Exponent Bound for LDPC Code Ensemble on the
DM-2-MAC
While the previous section treats the ensemble-average error
probability for a symmetrical K-transmitter MAC with a
symmetrical rate vector, this section gives the corresponding
bound for a general 2-transmitter MAC with an arbitrary rate
vector.
We first define the achievable rate region of a 2-transmitter
MAC under a fixed input distribution. We then present the
main error-exponent bound when LDPC code ensembles are
employed.
Definition 8: Let PY |X1,X2 be the transition probability
for an arbitrary DM-2-MAC. Let R(PX1 , PX2) be the set of
(R1, R2) such that
R1 < I(X1;Y |X2) (26)
R2 < I(X2;Y |X1) (27)
R1 +R2 < I(X1, X2;Y ), (28)
where the mutual informations are evaluated according to
distribution PY |X1,X2PX1PX2 .
Theorem 4: Let PY |X1,X2 be the transition probability for
an arbitrary DM-2-MAC with input alphabet X = X1 × X2
and output alphabet Y . Let PXi be a pmf on Xi for which
PXi(xi) is an integer multiple of 1/q for each xi ∈ Xi and i ∈
{1, 2}. Let δi : GF(q)→ Xi be the corresponding quantization
matched to PXi , i ∈ {1, 2}. Assume transmitter i employs
a random code from the LDPC(λi, ρi, δi;n) ensemble i ∈
{1, 2} with independent coset vector vi, such that the rate
vector (R1, R2) ∈ R(PX1 , PX2). Then for any blocklength n,
the ensemble-average error probability under ML decoding is
bounded as
E[P (n)e ] ≤ q−nEp1 (R1+
logα1
n ) + q−nEp2 (R2+
logα2
n )
+ q−nEp12 (R1+R2+
logα12
n ), (29)
where Ep1(·), Ep2(·) and Ep12(·) are Gallager’s error expo-
nents for the input distributions PX1 , PX2 and PX = PX1PX2 ,
defined using
Ep1(R)
4
= max
0≤ρ≤1
[E10(ρ, PX1)− ρR], (30)
Ep2(R)
4
= max
0≤ρ≤1
[E20(ρ, PX2)− ρR], (31)
Ep12(R)
4
= max
0≤ρ≤1
[E120 (ρ, PX)− ρR], (32)
E10(ρ, PX1)
4
= − log
∑
y
∑
x2∈X2
PX2(x2)[ ∑
x1∈X1
PX1(x1)PY |X1,X2(y|x1, x2)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ
,
(33)
E20(ρ, PX2)
4
= − log
∑
y
∑
x1∈X1
PX1(x1)[ ∑
x2∈X2
PX2(x2)PY |X1,X2(y|x1, x2)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ
,
(34)
E120 (ρ, PX)
4
= − log
∑
y
[ ∑
x1∈X1
∑
x2∈X2
PX1(x1)PX2(x2)PY |X1,X2(y|x1, x2)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ
,
(35)
8and
α1 = max
t∈T nq \{T nq (0)}
S
n
1 (t)
(M1 − 1)B(n, t)q−n , (36)
α2 = max
t∈T nq \{T nq (0)}
S
n
2 (t)
(M2 − 1)B(n, t)q−n , (37)
α12 = α1α2. (38)
Here T nq is the set of possible types for n elements from
alphabet GF(q), T nq (0) is the type of the all-zero codeword,
S
n
i (t) is the LDPC(λi, ρi;n) ensemble-average number of
type-t vectors, and Mi = qnRi for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof: See Appendix F.
Theorem 4 presents an upper bound, which is valid for
any blocklength n, on the ensemble-average error probability
for an arbitrary DM-2-MAC when each transmitter employs
a random code from the LDPC(λi, ρi, δi;n) ensemble. The
final expression is a function of three error exponents. Note
from [25] that all error exponents, Ep1(R1), Ep2(R2), and
Ep12(R1 +R2) are positive when the rate pair
(R1, R2) ∈ R(PX1 , PX2).
Note that the quantizers δi(·), i ∈ {1, 2} restrict achievable
input distributions PXi , i ∈ {1, 2} to be integer multiples of
1
q , rate pairs (R1, R2) that require irrational input distributions
or rational input distributions with non-integer multiples of 1q
may require large alphabet size q to closely approximate the
desired input distributions.
However, restricting the ensemble from standard i.i.d. ran-
dom codes to LDPC codes incurs the rate offset penalties
logα1
n ,
logα2
n , and
logα12
n .
To eliminate these rate offsets, one can apply the expurga-
tion technique from Lemma 5 in Appendix C to remove codes
with small minimum distances for both LDPC(λ1, ρ1, δ1;n)
and LDPC(λ2, ρ2, δ2;n) ensembles. The same argument in
Theorem 2 can then be used to prove these rate offsets can be
made arbitrarily small, with large enough blocklength n, ρ1,
and ρ2. More precisely, when ρ1 = κ1n and ρ2 = κ2n for
some κ1 and κ2 that decay no more quickly than Θ( lognn ),
these rate offsets decay as O( lognn ) provided that (see Ap-
pendix D for details). Therefore, the proposed quantized coset-
shifted LDPC MAC codes are capable of achieving any rate
pair (R1, R2) ∈ R(PX1 , PX2).
The true capacity region for the DM-2-MAC is the convex
closure of the set
R 4=
⋃
PX1PX2
R(PX1 , PX2),
for all PX1PX2 . To justify any rate pair in the capacity region
R is achievable with the proposed quantized coset-shifted
LDPC MAC codes, one can apply the standard time sharing
technique [26] to introduce an auxiliary random variable
W ∈ W with |W| ≤ 2. The two quantizers are then defined
to be dependent on the auxiliary random variable, giving the
distribution PW (w)PX1|W (x1|w)PX2|W (x2|w).
C. Finite-Blocklength Bound via Error Exponent
We next seek to relate Gallager’s error exponent bound
[6] to the dispersion-style bound [5], which accurately ap-
proximates the maximal achievable rate in the non-asymptotic
regime.
We begin with a short overview of both results. In [5],
Polyanskiy et al. bound the maximal code size M∗(n, )
achievable with error probability  and blocklength n as a
function of the channel capacity C, the channel dispersion V ,
and the inverse complementary Gaussian CDF Q−1(·). The
resulting bound is reproduced as Theorem 5 below.
Theorem 5: ([5, Cor. 51]). For a DM-PPC, if 0 <  ≤ 12 ,
then
log2M
∗(n, )
n
≥ C −
√
Vmin
n
Q−1() +O
(
1
n
)
, (39)
where Vmin is the minimal channel dispersion over all
capacity-achieving channel input distributions.
The same paper also bounds the dispersion V for DM-PPCs.
Theorem 6: ([5, Th. 50]). Consider a DM-PPC with input
alphabet X and output alphabet Y such that min{|X |, |Y|} >
2. Then
V ≤ 2 log22(min{|X |, |Y|})− C2. (40)
For DM-PPCs with min{|X |, |Y|} = 2, the upper bound
becomes
V ≤ 1.2 log22 e− C2. (41)
While Theorems 5 and 6 together bound the maximal code
size, and therefore rate, as a function of the blocklength n
and error probability , Gallager’s error exponent bounds error
probability as a function of the blocklength n and rate R, as
described in Theorem 7.
Theorem 7: ([6, Th. 5.6.2., Corollary 1]). Given a DM-PPC
with transition probability PY |X , for any positive integer n
and positive number R, consider the ensemble of length-n
block codes, in which each symbol of each codeword m,
m ∈ [denRe], is independently drawn according to PX .
The ensemble-average probability of decoding error using ML
decoding satisfies
P e ≤ e−nEp(R), (42)
where Ep(R) = max0≤ρ≤1[E0(ρ, PX)−ρR] is Gallager’s ran-
dom coding error exponent for input distribution PX defined
in Theorem 1.
Remark 8: Note that the bound (42) also applies to an en-
semble of random linear codes, see [6, Section 6.2]. Therefore,
there is no loss in performance for using only linear codes in
Gallager’s approach.
Theorem 8: ([6, Exercise 5.23]). Given a DM-PPC with
transition probability PY |X , (42) can be bound as
P e ≤ e
[
−n (C−R)2
8/e2+4(loge |Y|)2
]
,∀R ∈ [0, C], (43)
where |Y| is the size of the output alphabet.
This bound results from a power series expansion of Ep(R)
evaluated at the capacity achieving input distribution PX .
9Bounding the second derivative E′′0 (ρ, PX) with respect to ρ
from below yields the given lower bound on Ep(R).
Proof: An outline is shown in Appendix G.
Note that a stronger bound can be proved by following the
approach outlined in [6, Exercise 5.23], as shown in Corollary
1 below.
Corollary 1: Given a DM-PPC with transition probability
PY |X , (42) can be bound as
P e ≤ e
[
−n (C−R)2
8/e2+2(loge |Y|)2−2R2cr
]
, (44)
for R ∈ [max{0, C − ( 4e2 + log2e |Y|−R2cr)}, C]. Here Rcr
4
=
E′0(1, PX) is the critical rate [6, Eq. (5.6.30)].
Remark 9: Gallager’s error exponent Ep(R) is a lower
(achievability) bound on the true error exponent (known as
the reliability function [6, eq. 5.8.8]) for a given R. A key
property of the critical rate Rcr is that for rates R ∈ (Rcr, C),
Gallager’s error exponent Ep(R) equals the sphere-packing
upper bound (converse) of the true error exponent [6, Section
5.8]).
Let the ensemble-average error probability P e be the tar-
geted error probability . The stronger bound (44) can be
rearranged as
R ≥ C −
√
8/e2 + 2(loge |Y|)2 − 2R2cr
n
loge
1

. (45)
Polyanskiy’s and Gallager’s strategies yield random coding
achievability bounds. For Polyanskiy’s approach, Theorem 5
bounds the rate as a function of the channel’s capacity and
dispersion, while Theorem 6 bounds the dispersion of a DM-
PPC in terms of the input and output alphabet sizes of the
channel. In Gallager’s approach, Theorem 8 bounds the error
probability using the capacity and (only) the output alphabet
size. Comparing these two approaches yield the following
observations.
• The first order term in (39) (Polyanskiy’s approach) and
(45) (Gallager’s approach) are both the channel capacity
C.
• Polyanskiy’s approach yields a tighter coefficient in the
second-order term. Precisely, the second-order terms in
(39) and (45) are both O(
√
1/n). However, the upper
bound on the coefficient in Polyanskiy’s approach (39) is
2 log22(min{|X |, |Y|})− C2 (C in bits),
which is tighter than the coefficient in Gallager’s ap-
proach (45)
8/e2 + 2(loge |Y|)2 − 2R2cr (Rcr in nats)
=
8 log22(e)
e2
+ 2(log2 |Y|)2 − 2R2cr (Rcr in bits).
Therefore, we conclude that the error-exponent approach
yields a sub-optimal coefficient in the
√
1/n term.
• Gallager’s approach yields a better scaling at small error
probability . More precisely, for a given targeted er-
ror probability , the
√
1/n term in (39) (Polyanskiy’s
approach) scales as Q−1(), while the corresponding
term in (45) (Gallager’s approach) scales as
√
loge
1
 .
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A comparison between these scaling terms is shown in
Figure 2, which confirms the advantage of the error-
exponent approach (originally designed for analyzing
exponentially small error) at small .
Applying the outcome of the error-exponent approach to
Theorem 2, we obtain the following achievability result.
Theorem 9: Let PY |X be the transition probability for
a symmetrical DM-K-MAC with input alphabet X = UK
and output alphabet Y . Let C,PU , and δ(·) be defined as
in Theorem 1. Then there exist LDPC parameters (λ, ρ)
for which the expurgated ensemble LDPCK-Exσ(λ, ρ, δ;n)
contains at least one code with average error probability less
than  under ML decoding and
R ≥
1
K
KC −
√
8 log2(e)/e2 + 2(log |Y|)2
n
log
1

− logαex
n
 ,
(46)
where
αex = max
θ∈Jσ
S
n
ex,σ(nθ)
(MK − 1)B(n, nθ)q−nK , (47)
and S
n
ex,σ(nθ) is the average spectrum of the expurgated
ensemble. If ρ = κn and κ approaches zero no more quickly
than Θ
(
logn
n
)
, then logαexn = O
(
logn
n
)
.
Remark 10: The error-exponent approach imposes a sub-
optimal
√
1/n second-order term even for codes drawn i.i.d.
from PX . The additional penalty for using LDPC codes instead
of i.i.d. PX codes is logαexn , which is O
(
logn
n
)
for large
enough ρ as shown in the proof of Theorem 2. This observation
raises the question of whether the dispersion-style approach
can be applied to LDPC code, and, if so, whether the LDPC
code can achieve the optimal second-order term. To answer
this question, we first review the derivation of dispersion-style
bound and tighten a prior result for the PPCs.
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IV. RCU BOUNDS FOR I.I.D. CODES
A. RCU Bound for I.I.D. Code on the DM-PPC
In [5], Polyanskiy, Poor, and Verdu´ study the PPC using
techniques including the RCU bound, the dependency-testing
(DT) bound, and the κβ bound. We here build on the RCU
bound, which employs the optimal ML decoder.
Theorem 10, below, presents a slightly more general version
of the non-asymptotic RCU bound from [5, Th. 16]. The key
difference between Theorem 10 and [5, Th. 16] is that the
RCU bound in [5] requires all codewords to be drawn i.i.d.
according to PX while Theorem 10 requires only that the
marginal distribution on each codeword equals PX . For ex-
ample, Theorem 10 can be applied to codes whose codewords
are dependent, in which case the joint distribution PXX¯(a, b)
on a pair of codewords X and X¯ is not equal to PX(a)PX(b)
for some (a, b) ∈ X 2.
Theorem 10: (RCU bound, modified from [5, Th. 16])
Consider an ensemble of codes with M codewords drawn
according to some PX(1)X(2)...X(M) such that
PX(A) = PX(B), ∀A,B ⊆ [M ] s.t. |A| = |B|. (48)
Under ML decoding, the ensemble-average error probability 
satisfies
 ≤ E [min{1, (M − 1) Pr[i(X¯;Y ) ≥ i(X;Y )|X,Y ]}] ,
(49)
where
PXX¯Y (a, b, c) = PXX¯(a, b)PY |X(c|a) (50)
PXX¯(a, b) = PX(1)X(2)(a, b). (51)
Proof: Denote the conditional error probability given that the
j-th codeword is sent by j , then the average error probability
is
avg =
1
M
M∑
j=1
j . (52)
By the symmetry of both the code design (implied by (48))
and the ML decoder
E[avg] = E[1], (53)
where the expectation is taken over the random codebook
design.
The ML decoder g(·) gives
g(y) = arg max
j∈[M ]
PY |X(y|X(j)) (54)
= arg max
j∈[M ]
PY |X(y|X(j))
PY (y)
(55)
= arg max
j∈[M ]
i(X(j); y). (56)
For the case of a tie, the decoder chooses uniformly at random
among the most probable codewords.
Given that the first codeword X(1) is transmitted, an error
or tie occurs when the channel output is some value y for
which
∃ j ∈ [M ] \ {1}, s.t. i(X(j); y) ≥ i(X(1); y). (57)
Therefore, E[1] can be bounded from above as
E[1]
≤ Pr
 M⋃
j=2
{i(X(j);Y ) ≥ i(X(1);Y )}
 (58)
= E
Pr
 M⋃
j=2
{i(X(j);Y ) ≥ i(X(1);Y )}|X(1), Y

(59)
≤ E [min{1, (M − 1)
Pr [{i(X(2);Y ) ≥ i(X(1);Y )}|X(1), Y ]}] , (60)
where (58) is an inequality as the decoder might resolve
some ties correctly, (59) follows from the law of iterated
expectation, and (60) holds by union bound and the bounded
nature of probability. Note that (60) follows since all terms in
the union bound are equal as the conditional distribution of
all X(2), . . . , X(M) given the transmitted X(1) are the same
by the symmetry of code design. 
It is useful to notice that the bound in Theorem 10 equation
(49) takes the same form for all choices of PX(1)X(2)...X(M)
satisfying (48), but that the evaluation of that bound varies
with the precise dependence or independence of X1 and X2
or, equivalently, X and X¯ under the chosen code distribution.
For example, the value of Pr[i(X¯;Y ) ≥ i(X;Y )|X,Y ] is
exactly one when X¯ = X with probability one, but it is less
than or equal to one for other choices of PX(1)X(2). While we
begin by evaluating Theorem 10 under the case of independent
codewords (PX(1)X(2)...X(M) = (PX)M ), we require the more
general form for evaluating LDPC codes, where codewords are
not drawn i.i.d. but instead result from a shared Tanner graph.
We now follow the approach in [27, Th. 5] to apply
Theorem 10 and two other important theorems to prove the
achievability bound in Theorem 11. The given analysis tight-
ens the achievability result from a third-order term O(log n)
in [5, Th. 49] to 12 log n−O(1), yielding a result that matches
the corresponding converse bound [5, Th. 48] up to the third
order.
Theorem 11: (Random coding finite-blocklength bound and
asymptotic third-order-optimal achievability for the PPC).
Consider a DM-PPC with channel transition probability PY |X
and capacity achieving distribution PX . If each symbol of each
codeword is drawn i.i.d. according to PX , then there exists
a blocklength-n code with M codewords and average error
probability  such that for any blocklength n
 ≤ E
[
min
{
1,M
A(PX)√
n
exp(−i(Xn;Y n))
}]
, (61)
and for large enough n
logM
n
≥ C −
√
V (PX)
n
Q−1() +
log n
2n
−O
(
1
n
)
, (62)
provided the following moment assumptions are satisfied when
X ∼ PX
I(PX) > 0, (63)
V (PX) > 0, (64)
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V Y (PX) > 0, (65)
T (PX) <∞, (66)
where
I(PX) = E[i(X;Y )], (67)
V (PX) = Var[i(X;Y )], (68)
V Y (PX) = Var[i(X;Y )|Y ], (69)
T (PX) = E[|i(X;Y )− E[i(X;Y )]|3], (70)
B(PX)
4
=
C0T (PX)
V (PX)3/2
(71)
A(PX)
4
= 2
(
log 2√
2piV (PX)
+ 2B(PX)
)
. (72)
The proof of Theorem 11 relies on the Berry-Esse´en in-
equality and [5, Lemma 47], as stated in Theorem 12 and
Lemma 1, respectively.
Theorem 12: (Berry-Esse´en Theorem, [28, Chapter XVI.5]).
Let Z1, . . . , Zn be a sequence of independent random variables
with distribution Zj ∼ PZj . Assume that
E[Zj ] = µj ,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (73)
µ =
1
n
n∑
j=1
µj , (74)
V =
1
n
n∑
j=1
Var[Zj ] > 0, (75)
T =
1
n
n∑
j=1
E[|Zj − µj |3] <∞. (76)
Then for any −∞ < λ <∞ and n ≥ 1∣∣∣∣∣∣Pr
 n∑
j=1
Zj ≥ n
(
µ+ λ
√
V
n
)−Q(λ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C0TV 3/2 1√n,
(77)
where C0 ≤ 0.5583 for independent random variables, and
C0 ≤ 0.4690 for i.i.d. random variables [29].
The exact value of C0 does not affect the results in this
paper. We employ C0 = 0.5583 even for the i.i.d. case.
Lemma 1: ([5, Lemma 47]). Let Z1, . . . , Zn be a sequence
of independent random variables with distribution Zj ∼ PZj .
Assume
V =
1
n
n∑
j=1
Var[Zj ] > 0, (78)
T =
1
n
n∑
j=1
E[|Zj − µj |3] <∞. (79)
Then for any constant ζ
E
exp
−
n∑
j=1
Zj
1

n∑
j=1
Zj ≥ ζ

 (80)
≤ 2
(
log 2√
2piV
+ 2
C0T
V 3/2
)
1√
n
exp(−ζ). (81)
The proof of Theorem 11 follows the proof of a similar
source coding argument in [27, Th. 5].
Proof of Theorem 11: Setting X = Xn, X¯ = X¯n, Y =
Y n in Theorem 10, we note that the ensemble-average error
probability ′ satisfies
′ ≤ E [min{1,M Pr[i(X¯n;Y n) ≥ i(Xn;Y n)|Xn, Y n]}] ,
(82)
where
PXnX¯nY n(x
n, x¯n, yn) = PXn,X¯n(x
n, x¯n)PY n|Xn(yn|xn)
= PXn(x
n)PXn(x¯
n)PY n|Xn(yn|xn),
as the codewords are drawn i.i.d. according to PXn = PnX .
Denote for brevity
In
4
= i(Xn;Y n) =
n∑
j=1
i(Xj ;Yj) (83)
I¯n
4
= i(X¯n;Y n) =
n∑
j=1
i(X¯j ;Yj), (84)
where V (PX) and T (PX) are the second-order moment and
third-order central moment of the information density, respec-
tively as defined in (68) and (70), and B(PX) and A(PX) are
positive and finite by the moment assumptions (64)-(66).
Since the codewords are drawn i.i.d. according to
PXn = P
n
X , X¯
n is independent of (Xn, Y n), and if
PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n) > 0, then
Pr[X¯n = x¯n|Xn, Y n] (85)
= Pr[X¯n = x¯n] (86)
= PXn(x¯
n)
PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n)
PY n(Y n)
PY n(Y
n)
PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n) (87)
= Pr[Xn = x¯n|Y n] exp {−i(x¯n;Y n)} . (88)
If PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n) = 0, then Pr[X¯n = x¯n|Xn, Y n] =
Pr[X¯n = x¯n]. However, since PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n) = 0 implies
I¯n = −∞, we only sum over x¯n such that PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n) >
0 in the following derivation.
Fix some constant ζ. Using (88) and summing over all x¯n
such that I¯n ≥ ζ gives
Pr[I¯n ≥ ζ|Y n] = E[exp{−In}1{In ≥ ζ}|Y n]. (89)
Given Y n, In is a sum of independent random variables.
Note from (65) that V Y (PX) > 0. Taking Zj = −i(Xj ;Yj),
Lemma 1 implies
Pr[I¯n ≥ ζ|Y n] ≤ A(PX)√
n
exp(−ζ). (90)
Therefore,
′ ≤ E
[
min
{
1,M
A(PX)√
n
exp(−In)
}]
(91)
= 1 · Pr
[
In < log
MA(PX)√
n
]
+E
[
MA(PX)√
n
exp(−In)1
{
In ≥ log MA(PX)√
n
}]
(92)
12
= Pr
[
In < log
MA(PX)√
n
]
+
MA(PX)√
n
E
[
exp(−In)1
{
In ≥ log MA(PX)√
n
}]
(93)
≤ Pr
[
In < logM + logA(PX)− 1
2
log n
]
+
MA(PX)√
n
· A(PX)√
n
· exp
(
− log MA(PX)√
n
)
(94)
= Pr
[
In < logM + logA(PX)− 1
2
log n
]
+
A(PX)√
n
,
(95)
where (92) separates the two possible outcomes of the mini-
mization in (91), and (94) applies Lemma 1 to the last term
in (93) with ζ = log MA(PX)√
n
.
Recall from (67) that I(PX) = E[i(X;Y )] and that, under
our i.i.d. codeword design, E[In] = nI(PX). Therefore,
setting
logM = nI(PX) +
1
2
log n− logA(PX)
+
√
nV (PX)Q
−1
(
1−
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
))
,
(96)
we have
Pr
[
In < logM + logA(PX)− 1
2
log n
]
(97)
= 1− Pr
[
In ≥ nI(PX)
+
√
nV (PX)Q
−1
(
1−
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
))]
(98)
≤ 1−
(
− B(PX)√
n
+Q
(
Q−1
(
1−
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
))))
(99)
= 1−
(
1− + A(PX)√
n
)
(100)
= − A(PX)√
n
, (101)
where (98) follows from Pr[X < a] = 1 − Pr[X ≥ a],
and (99) holds by applying the Berry-Esse´en Theorem (The-
orem 12) to the last term in (98) with
∑n
j=1 Zj = In and
λ = Q−1
(
1−
(
− B(PX)+A(PX)√
n
))
. Note that the Berry-
Esse´en Theorem is given in the form |a − b| ≤ c, and (99)
applies the lower bound, i.e., a− b ≥ −c.
Plugging (101) into (95) gives
′ ≤ − A(PX)√
n
+
A(PX)√
n
= , (102)
which gives an achievability bound
logM ≥ nI(PX) + 1
2
log n− logA(PX)
+
√
nV (PX)Q
−1
(
1−
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
))
(103)
= nI(PX) +
1
2
log n− logA(PX)
−
√
nV (PX)Q
−1
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
)
,
(104)
where (104) follows from the property of inverse Q function,
Q−1(1− ) = −Q−1() for all 0 <  < 1.
Finally, we use the 1st-order Taylor bound and the inverse
function theorem as in [27, Eq. (65)-(69)] to derive the bounds
Q−1
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
)
≤ Q−1() + B(PX) +A(PX)√
nφ
(
Φ−1
(
Φ(Q−1()) + B(PX)+A(PX)√
n
)) ,
(105)
when  ≤ 12 and n >
(B(PX)+A(PX)

)2
, and
Q−1
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
)
≤ Q−1() + B(PX) +A(PX)√
nφ(Q−1())
,
(106)
when  > 12 and n >
(B(PX)+A(PX)
−1/2
)2
. Recall here that Φ(·)
and φ(·) are the CDF and PDF for the standard Gaussian
distribution.
By choosing PX to be the capacity achieving distribution,
we obtain the existence of an M(n, ) code with
logM
n
≥ C −
√
V (PX)
n
Q−1() +
log n
2n
−O
(
1
n
)
. (107)

B. RCU Bound for i.i.d. Code on the DM-2-MAC
In this section, we first extend the RCU bound from the
PPC to the MAC with two transmitters. We then present an
asymptotic achievability result based on the two-user RCU
bound. Our argument follows the multiple access source
coding proof in [27, Th. 11] and is similar to [24, Th. 1]. The
results generalize to MACs with more than two transmitters.
We then present an asymptotic achievability result based on
the two-user RCU bound. The bound improves the third-
order MAC achievability bound −O( lognn )1 in [30], and the
best prior MAC achievability bound −ν lognn 1 in [20], with
ν ≥ 2|X1||X2||Y|, to + logn2n 1−O( 1n )1.
Consider a two-user MAC, (X1 × X2, PY |X1,X2 ,Y). An
(M1,M2, ) code is defined by two encoding functions
f1 : [M1]→ X1
f2 : [M2]→ X2
and one decoding function
g : Yn → [M1]× [M2]
13
such that the average error probability is bounded by 
1
M1M2
∑
(w1,w2)
∈[M1]×[M2]
Pr[g(Y ) 6= (w1, w2)|
X1 = f1(w1), X2 = f2(w2)] ≤ . (108)
Similarly, given a two-user MAC, (X1 ×X2, PY |X1,X2 ,Y),
a blocklength-n (M1,M2, ) code for the two-user MAC, de-
noted as (n,M1,M2, ), is defined by two encoding functions
f1 : [M1]→ Xn1
f2 : [M2]→ Xn2
and one decoding function
g : Yn → [M1]× [M2]
such that the average error probability is bounded by 
1
M1M2
∑
(w1,w2)
∈[M1]×[M2]
Pr[g(Y n) 6= (w1, w2)|
Xn1 = f1(w1), X
n
2 = f2(w2)] ≤ , (109)
The corresponding (finite-blocklength) rate pair for an
(n,M1,M2, ) is defined as
R1 =
1
n
logM1, (110)
R2 =
1
n
logM2. (111)
A rate pair (R1, R2) is said to be (n, )-achievable if there
exists an (n,M1,M2, ) code. The closure of the set of all
(n, )-achievable rate pairs is called the (n, )-achievable rate
region, denoted as Rn,.
Remark 11: The definition of an (n,M1,M2, ) code and
the corresponding rate region Rn, apply to general two-user
MACs and are not restricted to the discrete or memoryless
case. In this paper, we focus on the subclass of DM-2-MACs;
in this case, PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 = P
n
Y |X1,X2 and X1,X2, and Y are
all discrete.
Theorem 13: (Two-user RCU bound, extended from
[5, Th. 16]) Consider an ensemble of MAC codes with
M1 × M2 codeword pairs drawn according to some
PX1(1)...X1(M1)PX2(1)...X2(M2) such that
PX1(A) = PX1(B), ∀A,B ⊆ [M1] s.t. |A| = |B|, (112)
PX2(A) = PX2(B), ∀A,B ⊆ [M2] s.t. |A| = |B|, (113)
Under ML decoding, the ensemble-average error probability 
satisfies
 ≤ E[min{1, V1 + V2 + V12}], (114)
where
V1 = (M1 − 1) Pr[i(X¯1;Y |X2) ≥ i(X1;Y |X2)|X1, X2, Y ],
(115)
V2 = (M2 − 1) Pr[i(X¯2;Y |X1) ≥ i(X2;Y |X1)|X1, X2, Y ],
(116)
V12 = (M1 − 1)(M2 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯1, X¯2;Y ) ≥ i(X1, X2;Y )|X1, X2, Y ]},
(117)
and
PX1X2X¯1X¯2Y (a, b, c, d, e) =
PX1X¯1(a, c)PX2X¯2(b, d)PY |X1,X2(e|a, b), (118)
PX1X¯1(a, c) = PX1(1)X1(2)(a, c)
PX2X¯2(b, d) = PX2(1)X2(2)(b, d).
Proof: Denote the random MAC codebook as
(X1(1), . . . , X1(M1))× (X2(1), . . . , X2(M2)),
where codewords (Xk(1), . . . , Xk(Mk)) are chosen according
to PXk(1),...,Xk(Mk) for k ∈ {1, 2}.
Denote the conditional error probability given the codeword
pair (X1(i), X2(j)) is sent as i,j .
The average error probability is
avg =
1
M1M2
∑
(i,j)∈[M1]×[M2]
i,j . (119)
By the symmetry of code design
E[avg] = E[1,1], (120)
where the expectation is taken over the random codebook
design.
The ML decoder g(·) gives
g(y) = arg max
(i,j)∈[M1]×[M2]
PY |X1,X2(y|X1(i), X2(j)) (121)
= arg max
(i,j)∈[M1]×[M2]
PY |X1,X2(y|X1(i), X2(j))
PY (y)
(122)
= arg max
(i,j)∈[M1]×[M2]
i(X1(i), X2(j); y), (123)
and ties are broken uniformly at random.
Given that codeword pair (X1(1), X2(1)) is transmitted, an
error or tie occurs if
∃ (i, j) ∈ [M1]× [M2] \ {1, 1},
s.t. i(X1(i), X2(j); y) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1); y).
(124)
Note that condition (124) can be equivalently written as the
union of the following events
1) ∃ i ∈ [M1] \ {1}, s.t.
i(X1(i), X2(1); y) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1); y);
2) ∃ j ∈ [M2] \ {1}, s.t.
i(X1(1), X2(j); y) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1); y);
3) ∃ i ∈ [M1] \ {1}, j ∈ [M2] \ {1}, s.t.
i(X1(i), X2(j); y) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1); y).
Therefore, E[1,1] can be bounded from above as
E[1,1]
≤ Pr
[{
M1⋃
i=2
{i(X1(i), X2(1);Y ) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1);Y )}
}
∪

M2⋃
j=2
{i(X1(1), X2(j);Y ) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1);Y )}

14
∪

⋃
i∈[M1]\{1}
j∈[M2]\{1}
{i(X1(i), X2(j);Y ) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1);Y )}


(125)
= Pr
[{
M1⋃
i=2
{i(X1(i);Y |X2(1)) ≥ i(X1(1);Y |X2(1))}
}
∪

M2⋃
j=2
{i(X2(j);Y |X1(1)) ≥ i(X2(1);Y |X1(1))}

∪

⋃
i∈[M1]\{1}
j∈[M2]\{1}
{i(X1(i), X2(j);Y ) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1);Y )}

 ,
(126)
where (125) is an inequality instead of an equality since the
decoder might resolve some ties correctly, and (126) removes
common terms from the first two terms of (125), thereby
replacing information density by conditional information den-
sity.
Let W = (X1(1), X2(1), Y ). Then
E[1,1]
= E [Pr [{
M1⋃
i=2
{i(X1(i);Y |X2(1)) ≥ i(X1(1);Y |X2(1))}
}
∪
M2⋃
j=2
{i(X2(j);Y |X1(1)) ≥ i(X2(1);Y |X1(1))}
∪
⋃
i∈[M1]\{1}
j∈[M2]\{1}
{i(X1(i), X2(j);Y ) ≥ i(X1(1), X2(1);Y )}

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣T


(127)
≤ E [min {1,
(M1 − 1) Pr[
{
i(X¯1;Y |X2) ≥ i(X1;Y |X2)
} |T ]
+(M2 − 1) Pr[
{
i(X¯2;Y |X1) ≥ i(X2;Y |X1)
} |T ]
+(M1 − 1)(M2 − 1)
Pr
[{i(X¯1, X¯2;Y ) ≥ i(X1, X2;Y )}|T ]}] , (128)
where (127) follows from the law of iterated expectation,
and (128) holds by the bounded nature of probability and
symmetry of our code design. 
Remark 12: The authors in [24] achieve lower decoder
complexity in the symmetrical rate case by replacing the
three events in (124) by one. While we do not assume the
symmetrical rate point, we note that only events corresponding
to constraints that are active at a given rate point have a non-
negligible impact in (128). This observation enables decoder
simplification for most rate points.
Prior to stating the achievability theorem, we generalize the
inverse complementary CDF Q−1(·) to higher dimension. Let
Z be a Gaussian random vector in Rd with mean zero and
covariance matrix KZZ , denote the set Qinv(KZZ , ) as
Qinv(KZZ , )
4
=
{
z ∈ Rd : Pr[Z ≤ z] ≥ 1− } . (129)
Theorem 14: (Random coding finite-blocklength bound and
third-order achievability bound on the DM-2-MAC). Consider
a DM-2-MAC (X1 × X2, PY |X1,X2 ,Y). Let each symbol of
each codeword for transmitter i be drawn i.i.d. according to
PXi , for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then there exists an (n,M1,M2, ) code
such that for any blocklength n
 ≤ E [min {1, E1 + E2 + E12}] , (130)
and for large enough blocklength n
R¯ ∈ I¯ − Qinv(V, )√
n
+
log n
2n
1−O
(
1
n
)
1, (131)
providing the following moment assumptions are satisfied
V Y (PX1 |PX2) > 0, V Y (PX2 |PX1) > 0, (132)
V Y (PX1 , PX2) > 0, T (PX1 |PX2) <∞, (133)
T (PX2 |PX1) <∞, T (PX1 , PX2) <∞, (134)
where
F1
4
= 2
(
log 2√
2piV (PX1 |PX2)
+ 2
C0T (PX1 |PX2)
V (PX1 |PX2)3/2
)
(135)
F2
4
= 2
(
log 2√
2piV (PX2 |PX1)
+ 2
C0T (PX2 |PX1)
V (PX2 |PX1)3/2
)
(136)
F12
4
= 2
(
log 2√
2piV (PX1 , PX2)
+ 2
C0T (PX1 , PX2)
V (PX1 , PX2)
3/2
)
(137)
E1
4
= M1
F1√
n
exp(−i(Xn1 ;Y n|Xn2 )) (138)
E2
4
= M2
F2√
n
exp(−i(X2j ;Yj |X1j)) (139)
E12
4
= M1M2
F12√
n
exp(−i(Xn1 , Xn2 ;Y n)) (140)
R¯
4
=
 R1R2
R1 +R2
 , I¯ 4=
E[i(X1;Y |X2)]E[i(X2;Y |X1)]
E[i(X1, X2;Y )]
 , (141)
V is the covariance matrix of
i¯(PX1 , PX2)
4
=
i(X1;Y |X2)i(X2;Y |X1)
i(X1, X2;Y )
 , (142)
and Qinv is defined in (129).
The proof of Theorem 14 requires a multi-dimensional
version of Berry Esse´en theorem, shown as Lemma 2 below.
Lemma 2: (Multi-dimensional Berry-Esse´en Theorem, [27,
Lemma 15], [20, Cor. 8]). Let U1, . . . ,Un ∈ Rd be a se-
quence of i.i.d. random vectors with mean zero and covariance
matrix Σ of rank r
4
= rank(Σ). Let Z ∈ Rd be a Gaussian
vector with mean zero and the same covariance matrix Σ.
Let T be a d × r matrix, where the columns of T are the
r normalized eigenvectors of Σ with non-zero eigenvalues.
Define W 1, . . . ,W n ∈ Rr to be a sequence of i.i.d. random
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vectors, such that U i = TW i for all i ∈ [n]. If r ≥ 1, then
for all n,
sup
z∈Rd
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pr
 1√
n
n∑
j=1
U i ≤ z
− Pr[Z ≤ z]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 400d
1
4 βr
λ
3
2
min
1√
n
,
(143)
where Σr is the covariance matrix of W 1, βr
4
= E[‖W 1‖32]
(‖ · ‖ is the `2 norm), and λmin is the minimum eigenvalue of
Σr.
Proof of Theorem 14: Setting X1 = Xn1 , X¯1 = X¯
n
1 , X2 =
Xn2 , X¯2 = X¯
n
2 , Y = Y
n in Theorem 13, we note that there
exists an (n,M1,M2, ′) code with
′ ≤ E[min{1, V1 + V2 + V12}], (144)
where
V1 = (M1 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯n1 ;Y
n|Xn2 ) ≥ i(Xn1 ;Y n|Xn2 )|Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n],
(145)
V2 = (M2 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯n2 ;Y
n|Xn1 ) ≥ i(Xn2 ;Y n|Xn1 )|Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n],
(146)
V12 = (M1 − 1)(M2 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯n1 , X¯
n
2 ;Y
n) ≥ i(Xn1 , Xn2 ;Y )n|Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n]},
(147)
and
PXn1 Xn2 X¯n1 X¯n2 Y n(x
n
1 , x
n
2 , x¯
n
1 , x¯
n
2 , y
n)
= PXn1 X¯n1 (x
n
1 , x¯
n
1 )PXn2 X¯n2 (x
n
2 , x¯
n
2 )PY n|Xn1 Xn2 (y
n|xn1 , xn2 )
= PXn1 (x
n
1 )PXn1 (x¯
n
1 )PXn2 (x
n
2 )PXn2 (x¯
n
2 )PY n|Xn(y
n|xn),
as the codewords for transmitter i ∈ {1, 2} are drawn i.i.d.
according to PXni = P
n
Xi
.
Denote for brevity
I1n
4
= i(Xn1 ;Y
n|Xn2 ) =
n∑
j=1
i(X1j ;Yj |X2j), (148)
I2n
4
= i(Xn2 ;Y
n|Xn1 ) =
n∑
j=1
i(X2j ;Yj |X1j), (149)
In
4
= i(Xn1 , X
n
2 ;Y
n) =
n∑
j=1
i(X1j , X2j ;Yj), (150)
I¯1n
4
= i(X¯n1 ;Y
n|Xn2 ) =
n∑
j=1
i(X¯1j ;Yj |X2j), (151)
I¯2n
4
= i(X¯n2 ;Y
n|Xn1 ) =
n∑
j=1
i(X¯2j ;Yj |X1j), (152)
I¯n
4
= i(X¯n1 , X¯
n
2 ;Y
n) =
n∑
j=1
i(X¯1j , X¯2j ;Yj), (153)
where (X1j , X2j) and (X¯1j , X¯2j) are the j-th symbols of the
transmitted codeword pair and an untransmitted codeword pair,
respectively.
Note that since the codewords are drawn i.i.d. by as-
sumption, X¯n1 is independent of X
n
1 , X
n
2 , and Y
n. If
PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 (Y
n|x¯n1 , Xn2 ) > 0, then
Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n] (154)
= Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 |Xn2 ] (155)
= Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 |Xn2 ]
PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 (Y
n|x¯n1 , Xn2 )
PY n|Xn2 (Y
n|Xn2 )
· PY n|Xn2 (Y
n|Xn2 )
PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 (Y
n|x¯n1 , Xn2 )
(156)
= Pr[Xn1 = x¯
n
1 |Y n, Xn2 ] exp {−i(x¯n1 ;Y n|Xn2 )} . (157)
If PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 (Y
n|x¯n1 , Xn2 ) = 0, then we stop at (156).
Note that the following derivation only sums over x¯n1 such that
PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 (Y
n|x¯n1 , Xn2 ) > 0 as PY n|Xn1 ,Xn2 (Y n|x¯n1 , Xn2 ) = 0
implies I¯1n = −∞.
Summing over all x¯n1 such that I¯1n ≥ ζ gives
Pr[I¯1n ≥ ζ|Y n, Xn2 ] = E[exp{−I1n}1{I1n ≥ ζ}|Y n, Xn2 ]
≤ F1√
n
exp(−ζ), (158)
where (158) follows from Lemma 1.
Plugging (158) into (145), we obtain
V1 ≤M1 F1√
n
exp(−I1n) = E1. (159)
A similar approach yields
V2 ≤M2 F2√
n
exp(−I2n) = E2, (160)
V12 ≤M1M2F12√
n
exp(−In) = E12. (161)
Therefore
′ ≤ E [min {1, E1 + E2 + E12}] (162)
= Pr[E1 + E2 + E12 > 1]
+E[(E1 + E2 + E12)1{(E1 + E2 + E12) ≤ 1}] (163)
≤ Pr[E1 + E2 + E12 > 1] + E[E11{E1 ≤ 1}]
+E[E21{E2 ≤ 1}] + E[E121{E12 ≤ 1}] (164)
≤ Pr[E1 + E2 + E12 > 1] + F1√
n
+
F2√
n
+
F12√
n
(165)
= 1− Pr[E1 + E2 + E12 ≤ 1] + F1√
n
+
F2√
n
+
F12√
n
(166)
≤ 1− Pr
[{
E1 ≤ 1
3
}
∩
{
E2 ≤ 1
3
}
∩
{
E12 ≤ 1
3
}]
+
F1√
n
+
F2√
n
+
F12√
n
, (167)
where (163) holds by separating the cases based on whether
E1 + E2 + E12 < 1 or not, (164) follows from linearity of
expectation and weakening the indicator function threshold,
applying Lemma 1 to the each of the last three terms in (164)
yields (165), and (167) holds since the event {{E1 ≤ 13} ∩{
E2 ≤ 13
}∩{E12 ≤ 13}} is a subset of the event {E1 +E2 +
E12 ≤ 1}.
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Denote
U j
4
=
i(X1j ;Yj |X2j)i(X2j ;Yj |X1j)
i(X1j , X2j ;Yj)
− I¯, ∀j ∈ [n], (168)
Sn
4
=
1√
n
n∑
j=1
U j =
1√
n
I1nI2n
In
−√nI¯, (169)
where each U j , j ∈ [n], is a random vector with mean
zero and covariance matrix V. Note E[‖U1‖32] is finite by
the moment assumptions (133)-(134); hence Lemma 2 is
applicable.
Therefore,
Pr
[{
E1 ≤ 1
3
}
∩
{
E2 ≤ 1
3
}
∩
{
E12 ≤ 1
3
}]
= Pr
[{
I1n ≥ logM1 + log 3F1 − 1
2
log n
}
∩{
I2n ≥ logM2 + log 3F2 − 1
2
log n
}
∩{
In ≥ logM1 + logM2 + log 3F12 − 1
2
log n
}]
(170)
= Pr
[
Sn ≥
√
n
(
R¯− I¯ − log n
2n
1 +O
(
1
n
)
1
)]
(171)
= 1− Pr
[
Sn <
√
n
(
R¯− I¯ − log n
2n
1 +O
(
1
n
)
1
)]
(172)
≥ 1− Pr
[
Sn ≤
√
n
(
R¯− I¯ − log n
2n
1 +O
(
1
n
)
1
)]
(173)
≥ 1− Pr
[
Z ≤ √n
(
R¯− I¯ − log n
2n
1 +O
(
1
n
)
1
)]
−O
(
1√
n
)
, (174)
where (170) follows by expanding E1, E2, and E12 using
(138)-(140), (171) rewrites (170) using the definition of Sn, R¯
and I¯ , and (174) follows from the multi-dimensional Berry-
Esse´en Theorem, Lemma 2.
For any rate (R1, R2) satisfying
R¯ ∈ I¯ −
Qinv(V, − c√n )√
n
+
log n
2n
1−O
(
1
n
)
1, (175)
by the definition of Qinv in (129), we have
Pr
[
Z ≤ √n
(
R¯− I¯ − log n
2n
1 +O
(
1
n
)
1
)]
≤ − c√
n
.
(176)
Therefore, (174) becomes
Pr
[{
E1 ≤ 1
3
}
∩
{
E2 ≤ 1
3
}
∩
{
E12 ≤ 1
3
}]
≥ 1− + c√
n
−O
(
1√
n
)
. (177)
Substituting (177) into (167) gives
′ ≤ 1−
(
1− + c√
n
−O
(
1√
n
))
+
F1 + F2 + F12√
n
(178)
= +
F1 + F2 + F12 − c√
n
+O
(
1√
n
)
. (179)
Recall that the constants F1, F2, and F12 are positive and
finite by the moment assumptions (132)-(134). Therefore,
there exists some constant c and N such that ′ ≤  for
all n ≥ N . Finally, we apply part 1) of [27, Lemma 16] to
conclude the existence of an (n,M1,M2, ) code when
R¯ ∈ I¯ − Qinv(V, )√
n
+
log n
2n
1−O
(
1
n
)
1. (180)

V. RCU BOUNDS FOR LDPC CODES
A. RCU Bound for LDPC Code on the DM-PPC
In this section, we apply the generalized RCU bound,
Theorem 10, to the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble to prove an
achievability result for LDPC codes. The LDPC achievability
result matches the optimal achievable performance of an
unrestricted point-to-point code in its first- and second-order
terms. The penalty incurred for using the LDPC code ensemble
is logαn , where α = α1
∣∣∣
(λ1,ρ1)=(λ,ρ)
and α1 is from (36). We
show that logαn is O(
logn
n ) if ρ = κn and κ approaches zero no
more quickly than Θ( lognn ), provided that we first expurgate
codes with low minimal distance, as shown in Appendix D.
Whether the penalty in the third-order term results from the
LDPC structure or the bounding technique remains an open
problem.
The PPC and MAC achievability results for i.i.d. PX codes
(see Theorem 11 and Theorem 14) do not apply for the
LDPC code ensemble. The challenges in applying the proof
techniques in Theorem 11 and Theorem 14 to LDPC codes
are as follows.
1) The codewords in our LDPC code ensembles,
LDPC(λ, ρ;n) and LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n), are not indepen-
dent of each other. For example, if a particular vector
is known to be in a random codebook, then it must
be true that the underlying Tanner graph describes a
family of parity-check equations that are consistent with
the given codeword. Further, all other codewords in the
codebook must satisfy the same parity checks. Thus,
both the parity-check matrix and the other codewords are
dependent on the given codeword. For example, when
q = 2 and the check node degree ρ is odd, if xn is a
codeword, then xn+1n cannot be a codeword, and vice
versa.
2) The symbols within a codeword for the LDPC(λ, ρ;n)
ensemble are not independent. In fact, the symbols
within a codeword must be dependent to fulfill the set
of parity-check equations.
Nonetheless, the code design of the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) en-
semble meets the condition of our generalized RCU bound,
Theorem 10.
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We here present two results for the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) en-
semble. The first one is a finite-blocklength error probability
bound, which holds for any blocklength n. The second one is
an asymptotic achievability expansion.
Theorem 15: (LDPC code finite-blocklength bound and
second-order-optimal achievability for the DM-PPC). Con-
sider a DM-PPC with channel transition probability PY |X
and rational input distribution PX , chosen to approximate
the optimal input distribution P ∗X . Then there exist LDPC
parameters (λ, ρ) for which the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble,
with δ(·) chosen to approximate PX , contains at least one
code with average error probability less than  such that for
any blocklength n
 ≤ E
[
min
{
1, αM
A(PX)√
n
exp(−In)
}]
, (181)
and for large enough blocklength n
R = 1− λ
ρ
=
logM
n
≥ C(PX)
−
√
V (PX)
n
Q−1() +
log n
2n
− logα
n
−O
(
1
n
)
, (182)
providing the following moment assumptions are satisfied
when X ∼ PX
I(PX) > 0, (183)
V Y (PX) > 0, (184)
T (PX) <∞. (185)
Here
A(PX) = 2
(
log 2√
2piV (PX)
+ 2
C0T (PX)
V (PX)3/2
)
, (186)
α = max
t∈T nq \{T nq (0)}
S
n
(t)
(M − 1)B(n, t)q−n , (187)
T nq is the set of all possibles types for a list of n elements
in GF(q), T nq (0) is the type of the all-zero vector, B(n, t) is
the number of length-n vectors with type t (the multinomial
coefficient), M = qnR, S
n
(t) is the LDPC(λ, ρ;n) ensemble-
average number of type-t vectors, and C(PX) is the mutual
information i(Xn;Y n) evaluated at input distribution PX .
Remark 13: Due to the nature of the quantizer δ(·), we
are only able to achieve rational input distributions that are
integer multiples of 1q . When the optimal input distribution
P ∗X is irrational or not an integer multiple of
1
q , then a large
alphabet size q may be required to closely approximate P ∗X .
Proof of Theorem 15: Since the codeword distribution under
the LDPC design meets the constraint of Theorem 10, the
generalized RCU bound is applicable. Setting X = Xn, X¯ =
X¯n, Y = Y n in Theorem 10, we note that there exists at least
one code in this ensemble with average error probability ′
satisfying
′ ≤ E [min{1,M Pr[i(X¯n;Y n) ≥ i(Xn;Y n)|Xn, Y n]}] ,
(188)
where
PXnX¯nY n(x
n, x¯n, yn) = PXn,X¯n(x
n, x¯n)PY n|Xn(yn|xn).
Here PXn,X¯n(xn, x¯n) 6= PXn(xn)PXn(x¯n) in general due to
codeword dependence in the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble.
For the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble, Y n depends on X¯n
only through its dependence on Xn and therefore X¯n →
Xn → Y n forms a Markov chain. Thus,
Pr[X¯n = x¯n|Xn, Y n] = Pr[X¯n = x¯n|Xn] (189)
=
Pr[X¯n = x¯n, Xn = xn]
Pr[Xn = xn]
. (190)
Recall from Appendix A equation (231) that
Pr[C1 + v = a, Cm′ + v = a
′] ≤ q−nαq−n, (191)
where C1 is the first codeword in a random LDPC codebook
C from the LDPC(λ, ρ;n) ensemble,Cm′ , m′ 6= 1, is another
codeword in C, and v is the random coset vector. Thus
Pr[X¯n = x¯n, Xn = xn] (192)
=
∑
a,a′:δ(a)=xn,δ(a′)=x¯n
Pr[C1 + v = a,Cm′ + v = a
′]
(193)
≤
∑
a,a′:δ(a)=xn,δ(a′)=x¯n
q−nαq−n (194)
= α
∑
a:δ(a)=xn
q−n ·
∑
a:δ(a′)=x¯n
q−n (195)
= αPr[Xn = xn] Pr[X¯n = x¯n], (196)
giving
Pr[X¯n = x¯n|Xn, Y n] (197)
≤ αPr[X
n = xn] Pr[X¯n = x¯n]
Pr[Xn = xn]
(198)
= αPr[Xn = xn] (199)
= αPXn(x¯
n)
PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n)
PY n(Y n)
PY n(Y
n)
PY n|Xn(Y n|x¯n) (200)
= αPr[Xn = x¯n|Y n] exp {−i(x¯n;Y n)} . (201)
Next, we follow the approach from the proof of Theorem 11
to show
′ ≤ E
[
min
{
1, αM
A(PX)√
n
exp(−In)
}]
. (202)
To bound In using the Berry-Esse´en Theorem (Lemma 12),
we first need to check whether In is a sum of independent
random variables under the LDPC(λ, ρ, δ;n) ensemble. That
is, we need to show
log
PY n|Xn(yn|xn)
PY n(yn)
=
n∑
j=1
log
PY |X(yj |xj)
PY (yj)
. (203)
The given equality holds due to the uniform distribution of
coset vector v. Formally,
Pr[δ((c1 + v)[j]) = Xj |δ((c1 + v)[1 : j − 1]) = Xj−1]
= Pr[δ((c1 + v)[j]) = Xj ], ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , n}. (204)
Setting
logM = nI(PX) +
1
2
log n− logA(PX)− logα
n
18
−
√
nV (PX)Q
−1
(
− B(PX) +A(PX)√
n
)
(205)
and following the derivation from (92) to (102), we can show
(202) is bounded by .
Therefore, setting PX to the capacity achieving distribution,
and using (105) and (106) to bound Q−1
(
− B(PX)+A(PX)√
n
)
yields the desired achievability bound. 
Remark 14: Theorem 15 provides an achievability bound
for the LDPC code ensemble. The result is optimal in its
first- and second-order terms. The third-order term exceeds
the optimal third-order term for i.i.d. codeword design in (62),
providing an upper bound on the effect of LDPC codeword
dependence. By this result, the penalty incurred for using the
LDPC code ensemble is at most logαn , which we show to be
O
(
logn
n
)
if ρ = κn and κ approaches zero no more quickly
than Θ( lognn ), provided and we first expurgate codes with low
minimal distance as shown in Appendix D.
B. RCU Bound for LDPC Code on the DM-2-MAC
Just as Theorem 15 extends the proof of Theorem 11
from i.i.d. code design to LDPC code design in the PPC,
Theorem 16, below, extends Theorem 14 from i.i.d. code
design to LDPC code design in the MAC.
Theorem 16: (LDPC code finite-blocklength bound, and
second-order best-prior achievability on the DM-2-MAC).
Consider a DM-2-MAC (X1 × X2, PY |X1,X2 ,Y). Assume
transmitter i employs the LDPC(λi, ρi, δi;n) ensemble with
coset vector vi, and quantizer δi(·) chosen to approximate
PXi for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then there exist LDPC parameters
(λ1, ρ1) and (λ2, ρ2) for which the LDPC(λ1, ρ1, δ1;n) ×
LDPC(λ2, ρ2, δ2;n) ensemble contains at least one MAC
code with average error bounded by  such that for any
blocklength n
 ≤ E [min {1, α1E1 + α2E2 + α1α2E12}] , (206)
and for large enough n
R¯ ∈ I¯ − Qinv(V, )√
n
+
log n
2n
1− log α¯
n
1−O
(
1
n
)
1,
(207)
provided the moment assumptions (132)-(134) are satisfied.
The definitions of I¯ and V are the same as those in Theo-
rem 14, E1, E2 and E12 are defined in (138)-(140), and α1
and α2 are the same as those in Theorem 4. The remaining
terms are defined as
R¯
4
=
 R1R2
R1 +R2
 =
 1−
λ1
ρ1
1− λ2ρ2
1− λ1ρ1 + 1− λ2ρ2
 , (208)
α¯ =
 α1α2
α1α2
 . (209)
(210)
Remark 15: Since the quantizers δi(·), i ∈ {1, 2} restrict
achievable input distributions PXi , i ∈ {1, 2} to be integer
multiples of 1q , rate pairs (R1, R2) that require irrational input
distributions or rational input distributions with non-integer
multiples of 1q may require large alphabet size q to closely
approximate the desired input distributions.
Proof of Theorem 16: Notice that the LDPC(λi, ρi, δi;n)
ensemble meets the codeword distribution constraint of The-
orem 13.
Setting X1 = Xn1 , X¯1 = X¯
n
1 , X2 = X
n
2 , X¯2 =
X¯n2 , Y = Y
n in Theorem 13, we note that there exists at
least one code in the joint ensemble LDPC(λ1, ρ1, δ1;n) ×
LDPC(λ2, ρ2, δ2;n) such that the average error probability ′
satisfies
′ ≤ E[min{1, V1 + V2 + V12}], (211)
where
V1 = (M1 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯n1 ;Y
n|Xn2 ) ≥ i(Xn1 ;Y n|Xn2 )|Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n],
(212)
V2 = (M2 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯n2 ;Y
n|Xn1 ) ≥ i(Xn2 ;Y n|Xn1 )|Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n],
(213)
V12 = (M1 − 1)(M2 − 1)
Pr[i(X¯n1 , X¯
n
2 ;Y
n) ≥ i(Xn1 , Xn2 ;Y )n|Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n]}.
(214)
Since the codebooks for transmitter 1 and transmitter 2 are
independently designed, but the codewords in each are depen-
dent under LDPC design
PXn1 Xn2 X¯n1 X¯n2 Y n(x
n
1 , x
n
2 , x¯
n
1 , x¯
n
2 , y
n)
= PXn1 X¯n1 (x
n
1 , x¯
n
1 )PXn2 X¯n2 (x
n
2 , x¯
n
2 )PY n|Xn1 Xn2 (y
n|xn1 , xn2 ).
From Appendix A, we know that for each i ∈ {1, 2}
Pr[Ci,1 + vi = a,Ci,2 + vi = a
′] ≤ q−nαiq−n, (215)
where Ci,1 and Ci,2 are the codewords for messages 1 and 2
from a random code in the LDPC(λi, ρi, δi;n) ensemble for
transmitter i, and vi is the coset vector for transmitter i.
For each of the LDPC code ensembles, we note that for
i ∈ {1, 2}, X¯ni → Xni → (Xn3−i, Y n) forms a Markov chain,
as the dependence of Y n or Xn3−i on X¯
n
i is through X
n
i . A
given Y n affects the conditional distribution on Xni through
the structure of the channel, and thus affects the conditional
distribution of X¯ni through the dependence between X
n
i and
X¯ni . By the assumption of independent coset vectors v1 and
v2, Xn3−i is independent of X¯
n
i .
Therefore,
Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n] = Pr[X¯n1 = x¯n1 |Xn1 ] (216)
=
Pr[X¯n = x¯n, Xn = xn]
Pr[Xn = xn]
.
(217)
By an argument similar to (192)-(196), we have
Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n]
≤ α1 Pr[X¯n1 = x¯n1 ] (218)
= α1 Pr[X
n
1 = x¯
n
1 |Y n, Xn2 ] exp {−i(x¯n1 ;Y n|Xn2 )} . (219)
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Summing over all x¯n1 = i(x¯
n
1 ;Y
n|Xn2 ) such that I¯1n ≥ ζ
gives
Pr[I¯1n ≥ ζ|Y n, Xn2 ]
= α1E[exp{−I¯1n}1{I¯1n ≥ ζ}|Y n, Xn2 ]
≤ α1 F1√
n
exp(−ζ), (220)
where (220) follows from Lemma 1, and F1 is defined in
(135).
Therefore,
V1 ≤ α1 F1√
n
exp(−i(Xn1 ;Y n|Xn2 )) (221)
Switching the role of transmitter 1 and transmitter 2 yields
Pr[X¯n2 = x¯
n
2 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n] (222)
≤ α2 Pr[Xn2 = x¯n2 |Y n, Xn1 ] exp {−i(x¯n2 ;Y n|Xn1 )} , (223)
and therefore
V2 ≤ α1 F2√
n
exp(−i(Xn2 ;Y n|Xn1 )). (224)
Finally, for Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 , X¯
n
2 = x¯
n
2 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n], we have
Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 , X¯
n
2 = x¯
n
2 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n] (225)
= Pr[X¯n2 = x¯
n
2 |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n]
Pr[X¯n1 = x¯
n
1 , |Xn1 , Xn2 , Y n, X¯n2 ] (226)
= Pr[X¯n2 = x¯
n
2 |Xn2 ] Pr[X¯n1 = x¯n1 , |Xn1 ] (227)
≤ α1α2 Pr[Xn1 = x¯n1 , Xn2 = x¯n2 |Y n] exp {−i(x¯n1 , x¯n2 ;Y n)} ,
(228)
and
V12 ≤ α1α2F12√
n
exp(−i(Xn1 , Xn2 ;Y n)). (229)
With the definitions of E1, E2, E12 from (138)-(140), com-
bining the above three results on V1, V2, and V12 gives the
finite-blocklength error bound.
The rest of the proof follows from the proof of Theorem 14
by invoking Berry-Esse´en Theorem (Lemma 12) to bound each
of the three terms in (221), (224), and (229), which gives the
following achievability result for large enough n
R¯ ∈ I¯ − Qinv(V, )√
n
+
log n
2n
1− log α¯
n
1−O
(
1
n
)
1.
(230)

Remark 16: Theorem 16 provides an achievability bound for
the random LPDC ensemble that achieves the same second-
order term as the best known bound for i.i.d. MAC codes. The
penalty for the codeword dependence that result from using the
LDPC code ensemble is the log α¯n term, which is O
(
logn
n
)
1
if ρ1 = κ1n, ρ2 = κ2n and κ1, κ2 approach zero no more
quickly than Θ( lognn ), provided that we first expurgate codes
with small minimal distance.
Remark 17: The proof of Theorem 16 uses an independent
code ensemble for each transmitter and independent coset vec-
tors. For many practical scenarios, it is useful to allow different
transmitters to use the same LDPC code for simplicity. If
the same code ensemble LDPC(λ, ρ;n) (before applying the
coset vector and quantization) is used for both transmitters,
then α1 = α2. In addition, if the transmitters use the same
coset vector, then both Xn1 and X
n
2 have an impact on the
distribution of X¯n1 (similar for X¯
n
2 ), as knowing both X
n
1 , X
n
2
(assuming Xn1 6= Xn2 ) reveals two different codewords in the
codebook. In this case, the penalty term log α¯ becomes
log α¯ =
 2 logα12 logα2
2 logα1 + 2 logα2
 =
2 logα12 logα1
4 logα1
 .
Hence, different transmitters may use the same or different
coset vectors depending on their sensitivity to the factor of 2
difference in the rate penalty bound.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the performance of quantized coset
LDPC codes over the DM-PPC and the DM-MAC using finite-
blocklength and error-exponent analyses.
For the error-exponent analysis, we extend the result of
[4] from the DM-PPC to symmetrical rates in the symmetric
DM-K-MAC and arbitrary rates in the general DM-2-MAC
using Gallager’s error exponent. A non-asymptotic expansion
of Gallager’s error exponent is provided using [6, Exercise
5.23].
For the dispersion-style approach, we derive finite-
blocklength error bounds and asymptotic third-order achiev-
ability results for the DM-PPC and the DM-2-MAC for
standard i.i.d. codes; the achievability result is optimal up
to the third order for the DM-PPC (Theorem 11), and is
the tightest bound available to date for the DM-2-MAC
(Theorem 14). Application of two generalized RCU bounds
(Theorem 10 for the DM-PPC and Theorem 13 for the DM-2-
MAC) shows that quantized coset LDPC codes achieve first-
and second-order performance that is optimal for the DM-
PPC (Theorem 15) and identical to the best-prior results for
the DM-MAC (Theorem 16), provided that we first expurgate
LDPC codes with small minimum distance, and the sparsity of
LDPC codes (κ = ρn ) decays no more quickly than Θ(
logn
n ).
A comparison of both approaches (Section III-C) demon-
strates that the error-exponent analysis achieves a sub-optimal
second-order coefficient in blocklength n but a superior bound
when target error probability  is small.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Recall that by the given code construction, all transmitters
employ the same codebook, but each is offset by an indepen-
dent random coset vector. Recall further that the codebook
is restricted to include precisely M = qnR codewords, where
R = 1− λρ is the design rate. Here c = {c1, . . . , cM} describes
the single-transmitter codebook and d = {dm : m ∈ [M ]K}
describes the corresponding MAC codebook, where for any
m = (m(1), . . . ,m(K)), dm = (cm(1), . . . , cm(K)). Given a
coset matrix v and quantizer δ, the resulting set of channel
inputs is {δ(dm + v) : m ∈ [M ]K}.
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The expected value under our random code construction of
the average error probability is
E[P (n)e ] =
∑
m
∑
d
∑
v
PM (m)PD(d)PV (v)P
(n)
e|m,d,v
= EMDV
[
P
(n)
e|M ,D,V
]
,
where P (n)e|m,d,v is the conditional error probability under fixed
values of the message vector m, codebook d, and coset matrix
v, PM (m), PD(d), and PV (v) capture the (independent,
uniform) distributions on the vectors of possible messages, set
of possible codebooks, and cosets, respectively, and EMDV [·]
is the resulting expectation.
We begin by bounding the conditional error probability
P
(N)
e|m,d,v . Let
Ym,d,v =
{
y : ∃ m′ ∈ [M ]K \ {m} s.t.
Pr [y|δ(dm′ + v)] ≥ Pr [y|δ(dm + v)]} ,
denote the set of channel outputs for which message vector
m is not the unique most likely explanation. Then
P
(n)
e|m,d,v ≤ Pr [Ym,d,v|m,d,v] ,
which is an inequality rather than an equality since an error is
not guaranteed when Pr[y|δ(dm′ + v)] = Pr[y|δ(dm + v)].
For any set T ⊆ T nQ , define YTm,d,v as
YTm,d,v =
{
y : ∃ m′ ∈ [M ]K \ {m} s.t. T nQ (∆dm,m′) ∈ T
and Pr [y|δ(dm′ + v)] ≥ Pr [y|δ(dm + v)]} ,
where
∆dm′,m = dm − dm′ .
Recall that Tc = T nQ \ T \ {T nQ (0)}, where 0 is the all-zeros
codematrix. Then
Ym,d,v = YTm,d,v ∪YT
c
m,d,v ∪Y
{T nQ (0)}
m,d,v ,
and we have
P
(n)
e|m,d,v ≤ Pr[YTm,d,v|m,d,v] + Pr[YT
c
m,d,v|m,d,v]
+ Pr[Y{T
n
Q (0)}
m,d,v |m,d,v].
Since all codewords in the single-transmitter codebook are
distinct by definition (cm 6= cm′ for all m′ ∈ [M ] \ {m}),
all codematrices are also distinct (dm 6= dm′ for all d and all
m′ ∈ [M ]K \ {m}), set Y{T
n
Q (0)}
m,d,v is always empty, and we
can bound Pe|m,d,v by bounding the remaining two terms.
Let tm,m′ = T nQ (∆dm,m′). Then, for the first term,
Pr[YTm,d,v|m,d,v]
=
∑
y∈YTm,d,v
PY |X(y|δ(dm + v))
≤
∑
y∈YTm,d,v
PY |X(y|δ(dm + v))
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
√
PY |X(y|δ(dm′ + v))
PY |X(y|δ(dm + v))

≤
∑
y
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T√
PY |X(y|δ(dm′ + v))PY |X(y|δ(dm + v))
=
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
∑
y
n∏
i=1√
PY |X(yi|δ((dm′ + v)[i, ∗]))PY |X(yi|δ((dm + v)[i, ∗]))
=
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
n∏
i=1
∑
y√
PY |X(y|δ((dm′ + v)[i, ∗]))PY |X(y|δ((dm + v)[i, ∗])).
Taking the expectation over random cosets gives
EV [Pr[YTm,d,V |m,d,V ]]
≤ EV
 ∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
n∏
i=1
∑
y√
PY |X(y|δ((dm′ + V )[i, ∗]))PY |X(y|δ((dm + V )[i, ∗]))

=
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
n∏
i=1
EV [i,∗]
[∑
y√
PY |X(y|δ((dm′ + V )[i, ∗]))PY |X(y|δ((dm + V )[i, ∗]))
]
(a)
=
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
n∏
i=1
∑
g′∈Q
1
qK
∑
y√
PY |X(y|δ(g′ + ∆dm,m′ [i, ∗]))PY |X(y|δ(g′))

(b)
=
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
n∏
i=1
D(∆dm,m′ [i, ∗])
(c)
=
∑
m′:tm,m′∈T
Dtm,m′
(d)
≤
∑
m∗:T nQ (dm∗ )∈T
DT nQ (dm∗ )
(e)
=
∑
t∈T
Snd (t)Dt.
Here (a) follows since each row of V is uniformly distributed
over Q, which implies that each row of dm+V is uniformly
distributed over Q; (b) and (c) apply definitions (18) and (19);
(d) uses the fact that the difference between two codewords
is a codeword in any liner code, and therefore the given upper
bound applies after our random selection of codewords; and
(e) applies definition (16). Finally, taking the expectation with
respect to the random choice of the codebook and message
gives
E[Pr[YTM ,D,V |M ,D,V ]] ≤
∑
t∈T
S
n
(t)Dt.
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For the second term, abbreviating m ∈ [M ]K \ {m} to
m 6= m′,
E[Pr[YTcM ,D,V |M ,D,V ]]
=
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a)PY |X(y|δ(a))
· Pr[∃m′ 6= m : T nQ (Dm′ −Dm) ∈ Tc,
PY |X(y|δ(Dm′ + V )) ≥ PY |X(y|δ(Dm + V ))
|Dm + V = a]
=
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a)PY |X(y|δ(a))
· Pr[∃m′ 6= m : Dm′ + V = a′, T nQ (a′ − a) ∈ Tc,
PY |X(y|δ(a′)) ≥ PY |X(y|δ(a))|Dm + V = a]
(e)
≤
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a)PY |X(y|δ(a)) min
1, ∑
m′ 6=m
∑
a′:T nQ (a′−a)∈Tc
PY |X(y|δ(a′))≥PY |X(y|δ(a))
Pr[Dm′ + V = a
′|Dm + V = a]

(f)
≤
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a)PY |X(y|δ(a))
 ∑
m′ 6=m∑
a′:T nQ (a′−a)∈Tc
PY |X(y|δ(a′))≥PY |X(y|δ(a))
Pr[Dm′ + V = a
′|Dm + V = a]
ρ
(g)
=
∑
y,a
PD1+V (a)PY |X(y|δ(a))
 ∑
m′ 6=1∑
a:T nQ (a′−a)∈Tc
PY |X(y|δ(a′))≥PY |X(y|δ(a))
Pr[Dm′ + V = a
′|D1 + V = a]
ρ ,
where (e) follows from the union bound and the bounded
nature of probabilities; (f) follows by a case analysis for any
ρ ∈ [0, 1] (min{1, a} = 1 ≤ aρ when a ≥ 1, and min{1, a} =
a ≤ aρ when 0 ≤ a < 1); and (g) follows by taking m = 1 =
(1, . . . , 1) by the symmetry of our random code design. Under
our random code design and coset choice, for any m′ 6= 1
Pr[D1 + V = a,Dm′ + V = a
′]
=
∑
v
Pr[V = v,D1 = a− v,Dm′ −D1 = a′ − a]
= q−nK
∑
v
Pr[D1 = a− v,Dm′ −D1 = a′ − a]
= q−nK Pr[Dm′ −D1 = a′ − a]
(h)
≤ q−nK Pr[a′ − a ∈D]
·Pr[Dm′ −D1 = a′ − a|a′ − a ∈D]
(i)
= q−nK
S
n
(T nQ (a′ − a))
B
(
n, T nQ (a′ − a)
) 1
MK − 1
(j)
≤ q−nK (αMACq−nK) , (231)
where (h) follows since the difference between two codema-
trices is also a codematrix in any linear MAC code, and the
upper bound continues to hold even when we select M = qnR
codewords from the set of parity-check solutions; (i) follows
from the symmetry of our code design (since no variable node
is treated any better or worse than any other variable node)
and from our restriction to precisely M = qnR codewords
in each single-transmitter codebook; and (j) follows from the
definition of αMAC in (22). Since PD1+V (a) = q
−nK by the
uniformity of random matrix V ,
Pr[Dm′ + V = a
′|D1 + V = a] ≤ αMACq−nK .
Therefore
E[Pr[YTcM ,D,V |M ,D,V ]]
≤
∑
y,a
q−nKPY |X(y|δ(a))
·
qnRK∑
m′=2
∑
a′∈Q:T nQ (a′−a)∈Tc
PY |X(y|δ(a′))≥PY |X(y|δ(a))
αMACq
−nK
ρ
≤ αρ
MAC
∑
y,a
q−nKPY |X(y|δ(a))
·
(qnRK − 1) ∑
a′:PY |X(y|δ(a′))≥PY |X(y|δ(a))
q−nK
ρ
≤ αρ
MAC
qnRKρ
∑
x,y
PY |X(y|x)
∑
a:δ(a)=x
q−nK
·
 ∑
x′:PY |X(y|x′)≥PY |X(y|x)
∑
a′:δ(a′)=x′
q−nK
ρ
= αρ
MAC
qnRKρ
∑
x,y
PY |X(y|x)PX(x)
·
 ∑
x′:PY |X(y|x′)≥PY |X(y|x)
PX(x
′)
ρ
(k)
≤ αρ
MAC
qnRKρ
∑
x,y
PY |X(y|x)PX(x)
·
(∑
x′
PX(x
′)
(
PY |X(y|x′)
PY |X(y|x)
)s)ρ
= αρ
MAC
qnRKρ
∑
y
(∑
x
PX(x)PY |X(y|x)1−sρ
)
·
(∑
x′
PX(x
′)PY |X(y|x′)s
)ρ
,
where (k) holds for any s > 0.
When s = 1/(1 + ρ),
E[Pr[YTcM ,D,V |M ,D,V ]]
≤ αρ
MAC
qnRKρ
∑
y
(∑
x
PX(x)PY |X(y|x)1/(1+ρ)
)1+ρ
.
(232)
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Rewriting (232) in an exponential form using Gallager’s error
exponent gives the desired result . 
APPENDIX B
TOOLS USED TO BOUND logαMAC/n IN THEOREM 2
To bound the rate offset logαMACn , we first seek to under-
stand how the normalized ensemble spectra (see Definition 9)
for the MAC under the uniform random ensemble and the
random LDPC code ensemble, here denoted by SU (θ) and
SL(θ), respectively, differ. Lemma 3 first evaluates SU (θ).
Theorem 17 then evaluates SL(θ). Theorem 18 relates SL(θ)
to SU (θ) for a restricted family of pmfs θ, corresponding
to codes in which the minimal distance is sufficiently large .
Lemma 5 then paves the way for expurgation to remove codes
with small minimal distance by showing that the probability
of all codes with small minimum distance approaches zero
as n grows without bound under the proposed LDPC code
ensemble.
Definition 9: (Normalized ensemble spectrum) Consider any
ensemble of codes with ensemble-average spectrum S
n
=
(S
n
(t) : t ∈ T nQ ). Given any rational pmf θ = (θ(g) : g ∈ Q),
let {ni} be a series of all indices j such that jθ ∈ T jQ, the
asymptotic exponent for θ is defined by
S(θ) = lim
i→∞
1
ni
logS
ni
(niθ), (233)
and the normalized ensemble spectrum for this ensemble is
the collection of all asymptotic exponents S
n
(θ) for all pmfs
θ.
Remark 18: For notational simplicity, we omit the index i to
write S
ni
(niθ) as S
n
(nθ) with the implicit assumption that
nθ ∈ T nQ .
We consider the normalized ensemble spectrum for two
ensembles, each with the same fixed rate R = 1 − λρ q-ary
symbols per channel use for each transmitter.
1) The first ensemble is an ensemble of uniform random
GF(q) K-transmitter MAC codes, where each transmit-
ter employs a distinct blocklength-n codebook with qnR
codewords, R = 1 − λρ , chosen uniformly at random
from GF(q)n. We denote the normalized ensemble
spectrum for this (uniform) random ensemble by
SU (θ)
4
= lim
n→∞
1
n
logS
n
U (nθ), (234)
where SU (U stands for uniform) represents the
ensemble-average spectrum under the K-MAC with in-
dependent codewords distributed uniformly on GF(q)n.
2) The second ensemble is the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble.
This is an ensemble of K-transmitter MAC codes for
which all transmitters employ the same random code-
book from the LDPC(λ, ρ;n) ensemble. We denote
the normalized ensemble spectrum for this LDPC code
ensemble by
SL(θ)
4
= lim
n→∞
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ), (235)
where SL (L stands for LDPC) represents the ensemble-
average spectrum under the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble.
A. Normalized Ensemble Spectrum for Uniform Random MAC
Ensemble
We begin by evaluating SU (θ).
Lemma 3: The normalized ensemble spectrum of the K-
transmitter MAC uniform random ensemble is given by
SU (θ) = H(θ)−K(1−R),
where
H(θ) = −
∑
g∈Q
θ(g) log θ(g)
is the entropy of the pmf θ in q-ary digits.
The proof of Lemma 3 is based on the discussion of binary
codes in [31, Th. 1].
Proof: When each codeword is chosen uniformly at ran-
dom from GF(q)n, the ensemble-average number S
n
U (nθ) of
codematrices of type nθ is
S
n
U (nθ) = EU [S
n
D(nθ)]
=
∑
m
EU
[
1{T nQ (Dm) = nθ}
]
= qnRKPrU [T nQ (D1) = nθ]
= qnRK
B(n, nθ)
qnK
.
Applying the definition of the normalized ensemble spectrum
gives
SU (θ)
4
= lim
n→∞
1
n
logS
n
U (nθ)
(a)
= lim
n→∞
1
n
log
(
q−n(1−R)K
)
+H(θ)
= H(θ)−K(1−R),
where (a) follows from applying Stirling’s upper and
lower bounds on the factorial to the multinomial coefficient
B(n, nθ). Note that the definition of H(θ) employs the base-
q logarithm. 
B. Normalized Ensemble Spectrum for LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) En-
semble
Before moving on to the evaluating of SL(θ), recall that
for any type t ∈ T ρQ, B(ρ, t) is the number of type-t ρ ×K
matrices. For any type-t matrix GT = [gT1 , g
T
2 , . . . , g
T
ρ ], gi ∈
GF(q)K , let Gt be the corresponding matrix transpose, then
Nt = |{e ∈ {GF(q) \ {0}}ρ : Gte = 0}|
is the number of vectors e ∈ {GF(q) \ {0}}ρ in the nullspace
of Gt. Notice that Nt is constant across all matrices Gt with
type t. Theorem 17 employs this definition of Nt as well as
the following notation. Given x ∈ R,
sgn(x)
4
=
 1 if x > 00 if x = 0−1 if x < 0.
Note that the calculation of S
n
L in Theorem 17 is for the
LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble before codeword removal. The true
spectrum S
n
L is smaller, and αMAC in (22) is a valid upper bound
for the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble (with codeword removal).
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Theorem 17: The normalized ensemble spectrum of the
LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble is given by
SL(θ) = (1− λ)H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
A(x)
xρθ
,
(236)
where for any pmf x = (xg : g ∈ Q) on Q,
xρθ =
∏
g∈Q
xdθ(g)g
A(x) =
∑
t∈T ρQ
NtB(ρ, t)xt.
Proof: Recall that when nθ is a type, SL(θ) is the expected
number of codematrices of type nθ in a randomly drawn MAC
codebook D, corresponding to underlying single-transmitter
(λ, ρ;n) LDPC code C. Recall further that when D is the
codebook of an LDPC MAC in GF(q), then S((nθg : g ∈
Q)) = S((nθpi(g) : g ∈ Q)) for any permutation pi on [|Q|].
Let M(nθ) denote all possible codematrices of type nθ.
Then
SL(nθ) = EL
 ∑
d0∈M(nθ)
1{d0 ∈D}

=
∑
d0∈M(nθ)
EL[1{d0 ∈D}]
=
∑
d0∈M(nθ)
Pr[d0 ∈D]
= B(n, nθ) Pr[dnθ ∈D],
where B(n, nθ) is the size of M(nθ), dnθ is any fixed
codematrix in M(nθ), and the final equality follows from
the symmetry of the code design. By the definition of SL(θ)
in (235) and Stirling’s upper and lower bounds on the factorial,
SL(θ) = H(θ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
log Pr[dnθ ∈D]. (237)
Remark 19: In the preceding characterization of SL(nθ),
Pr[dnθ ∈D] refers to the probability that dnθ is in the code-
book of a randomly drawn code D from the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n)
ensemble. The calculation below evaluates this quantity by as-
suming that D is from the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble without
codeword removal, i.e., from the LDPCK(Full, λ, ρ;n) en-
semble. The true spectrum is smaller. Therefore, the resulting
spectrum in (236) is a valid upper bound for LDPCK(λ, ρ;n)
ensemble (with codeword removal),
To find Pr[dnθ ∈ D], note that the random choice of
edge connections and labels associates with each check node
socket a socket value equal to the product of the edge value
and the variable node value. There are B(nλ, nλθ) equally
likely assignments of variable node values to sockets that are
consistent with PDF θ. Combining this with the q−1 possible
labels for each edge, we find that there are
t(θ, n) = B(nλ, nλθ)(q − 1)nλ
equally likely outcomes for the choice of connections and
edge values under a fixed codematrix dnθ. It is useful to
note that some of these pairs yield the same socket values;
for example, when a variable node holds value 0, the socket
value is identical for all q − 1 values of the edge. Since
our probability calculation relies on a counting argument, the
above value counts separately all events that yield the same
output. This is different from the prior work [4, Eq. (49)],
which counts the number of distinct outcomes rather than
the number of distinct events leading to these outcomes in
its probability calculation.
For dnθ to be a codematrix, summing the ρ (randomly
chosen) socket values at each of the nλ/ρ check nodes must
give the value 0 ∈ Q. The following strategy and notation
from [32, Sect. III.B] are useful in calculating the number of
assignments that yield this outcome. First, for each fixed vector
of edge values e = [e1, . . . , eρ] ∈ [q − 1]ρ, we work to build
a multinomial f(x) in x = (xg : g ∈ Q) such that for any
type t = (t(g) : g ∈ Q) ∈ T nλQ , the coefficient of the term
xt =
∏
g∈Q x
t(g)
g equals the number of socket assignment
and edge value pairs for which the socket assignment carries
variable node values of type t, and the socket values satisfy
all check node constraints.1 Then, using notation bf(x)ct
to designate a function that maps multinomial f(x) to the
coefficient of element xt, we extract the number of socket
and edge value assignments that are consistent with the fixed
codematrix dnθ and satisfy all constraint nodes; this is the
number of randomly designed codes for which dnθ is a
codematrix.
To begin, consider a single check node. Let g1, . . . , gρ
denote the values at the ρ variable nodes connected to that
check node, and let e1, . . . , eρ be the corresponding edge
values. We seek to build a multinomial A(x) in which the
coefficient of each term xt is the number of distinct edge value
and socket assignments for which the variable-node inputs
have type t and the check node is satisfied. That is,
A(x)
=
∑
g1,...,gρ∈Q
∑
e1,...,eρ∈[q−1]
1
{
ρ∑
i=1
eigi = 0
}(
ρ∏
i=1
xgi
)
=
∑
e1,...,eρ∈[q−1]
∑
gˆ1,...,gˆρ∈Q
1
{
ρ∑
i=1
gˆi = 0
}(
ρ∏
i=1
xgˆi/ei
)
.
Note that the above expression implements the multiplication
eigi by viewing gi as length-K vector over GF(q), and
similarly for the division gˆi/ei. Recall that q is a prime power,
say q = pm, and that Q = GF(q)K . We can therefore
view each element g ∈ Q as a corresponding vector h ∈
{0, . . . , p−1}mK and implement addition in Q as component-
wise addition modulo-p. Thus, following the argument of [4,
Theorem 8], for each fixed value of (e1, . . . , eρ), the given sum
equals a ρ-fold, Km-dimensional cyclic convolution evaluated
at 0, giving
A(x)
=
∑
e1,...,eρ∈GF(p)m\{0}
∑
h1,...,hρ∈GF(p)mK∑ρ
i=1 hi=0
(
ρ∏
i=1
xhi
ei
)
1The type is with respect to vectors of length nλ since each of n variable
nodes is employed in λ sockets, giving a total of nλ socket values.
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=
∑
e1,...,eρ∈GF(p)m\{0}
[
x
[
h
e1
]
∗ · · · ∗ x
[
h
eρ
]]
h=0
=
∑
e1,...,eρ∈
GF(p)m\{0}
IDFT
 ρ∏
j=1
DFT
[
x
[
h
ej
]]
h=0
=
∑
e1,...,eρ∈
GF(p)m\{0}
1
qK
∑
k∈GF(p)mK
[
ρ∏
i=1 ∑
h∈GF(p)mK
e−j
2pi
p
∑mK
`=0 k`h`x
[
h
ei
] , (238)
where for any h ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}mK , x[h] equals xg for the
corresponding g ∈ Q.
Combining nλ/ρ such multinomials, corresponding to our
nλ/ρ check nodes, gives multinomial (A(x))nλ/ρ. The co-
efficient of the term xnλθ in this multinomial describes the
number of edge and socket assignments for which dnθ is a
codematrix. We denote this number by
e(θ, n) = b((A(x))nλ/ρ)cnλθ.
Applying this definition, we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
log Pr[dnθ ∈D]
= lim
n→∞
1
n
log
e(θ, n)
t(θ, n)
= lim
n→∞
1
n
log
b((A(x))nλ/ρ)cnλθ
B(nλ, nλθ)(q − 1)nλ (239)
= −λH(θ)− λ log(q − 1)
+
λ
ρ
lim
λ
ρ n→∞
1
λ
ρn
log
⌊
(A(x))
λ
ρ n
⌋
(λρ n)ρθ
= −λH(θ)− λ log(q − 1)
+
λ
ρ
lim
n→∞
1
n
log b(A(x))ncnρθ
(a)
= −λH(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
A(x)∏
g x
ρθg
g
,
where (a) follows from the definition of bA(x)ct as the
coefficient of element xt in multinomial A(x) and from
the second equation in [4, Theorem 10] (included below
for reference), which gives an expression for evaluating the
limit of multinomial coefficient exponent 1n log b(A(x))ncnρθ.
Combining the given limit with (237) gives
SL(θ) = (1− λ)H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
A(x)
xρθ
,
which is the desired result. 
Lemma 4: ([4, Th. 10]). Let γ > 0 be some rational number
and p(x, y)γ be a multinomial with non-negative coefficient.
Let α > 0 and β > 0 be rational numbers, and {ni} be a
series of all indices j such that j/γ ∈ Z, bp(x, y)jcαj,βj 6= 0,
then
bp(x, y)nicαni,βni ≤ inf
x>0,y>0
p(x, y)ni
xαniyβni
(240)
and
lim
i→∞
1
ni
logbp(x, y)nicαni,βni = log inf
x>0,y>0
p(x, y)
xαyβ
. (241)
C. Relationship between SU (θ) and SL(θ)
Rather than comparing SU (θ) and SL(θ) for all possible
values of θ, Theorem 18, below, makes this comparison only
for pmfs θ that lie in a restricted family of pmfs Jσ on alphabet
Q. We begin by defining this family. For any σ ∈ (0, 1), Jσ
eliminates all pmfs with θ(0) above 1− σ; precisely,
Jσ =
(θ = (θ(g) : g ∈ Q) : ∑
g∈Q
θ(g) = 1,
0 ≤ θ(0) ≤ 1− σ, θ(g) ≥ 0 ∀g ∈ Q \ {0}
 , (242)
where 0 is the all zero vector.
By an argument similar to that used for LDPC codes on the
PPC in [4], Theorem 18 shows uniform convergence of SL(θ)
to SU (θ) for the subset of values of θ ∈ Jσ .
Theorem 18: For any positive rational number R < 1, any
σ ∈ (0, 1), and any  > 0, there exists a constant ρ0 > 0 such
that for all θ ∈ Jσ , and all λ, ρ for which R = 1 − λρ and
ρ > ρ0,
SL(θ) < SU (θ) + . (243)
Proof: To prove SL(θ) < SU (θ)+ for large enough ρ and
θ ∈ Jσ , we derive an upper bound on the limit of SL(θ) as ρ
approaches n and show that the upper bound equals SU (θ).
We start with the expression of SL(θ) from Theorem 17,
SL(θ) = (1− λ)H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
A(x)
xρθ
≤ (1− λ)H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log
A(θ)
θρθ
= H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
logA(θ). (244)
We next focus on A(θ) to bound the last term in this equation.
Given our equation for A(x) from (238), it follows that
A(x) =
∑
e1,...,eρ∈
GF(p)m\{0}
1
qK
∑
k∈GF(p)mK
ρ∏
i=1
 ∑
h∈GF(p)mK
e−j
2pi
p
∑mK
`=0 k`h`x
[
h
ei
]
(a)
=
(q − 1)ρ
qK
+
1
qK
∑
k∈GF(p)mK\{0}
 ∑
e∈GF(p)m\{0} ∑
h∈GF(p)mK
e−j
2pi
p
∑mK
`=0 k`h`x
[
h
e
]ρ
(b)
=
(q − 1)ρ
qK
+
1
qK
∑
k∈GF(p)mK\{0}
 ∑
h∈GF(p)mK
25
·e−j 2pip
∑mK
`=0 k`h`
 ∑
e∈GF(p)m\{0}
x
[
h
e
]ρ
(c)
=
(q − 1)ρ
qK
+
1
qK
∑
k∈GF(p)mK\{0}
x[0](q − 1)
+(1− x[0])
∑
h∈
GF(p)mK\{0}
e−j
2pi
p
∑mK
`=0 k`h`

ρ
(d)
=
(q − 1)ρ
qK
+
(q − 1)ρ
qK
∑
k 6=0
(
x[0] + (1− x[0])
·
∑
h6=0 e
−j 2pip
∑mK
`=0 k`h`
q − 1
)ρ , (245)
where (a) follows by first separating the term k = 0 and
noting
∑
g∈Q x[g] = 1, then interchanging the order of
summation, and noting that the product term is identical
for all ei, i ∈ [ρ]; (b) holds since the exponential term is
independent of e; (c) follows by separating the summation
over h ∈ GF(q)mK into the case where h = 0 and the case
where h 6= 0; (d) follows from taking a factor of (q−1)ρ out
of the summation over k.
To bound the final term, notice that for each k ∈ GF(p)mK∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1q − 1
∑
h6=0
e−j
2pi
p
∑mK
`=0 k`h`
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1q − 1
p−1∑
pˆ=0
∑
h 6=0:∑` k`h`=pˆ
e−j
2pi
p pˆ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(e)
≤ max
pˆ∈[p−1]
∣∣∣∣ |{h 6= 0 : ∑` k`h` = 0}|q − 1
+
|{h 6= 0 : ∑` k`h` 6= 0}|
q − 1 e
−j 2pip pˆ
∣∣∣∣2
= max
pˆ∈[p−1]
∣∣∣(1− λk) + λke−j 2pip pˆ∣∣∣2 ,
where (e) holds by separating the summation over h 6= 0 for
which
∑
l klhl = pˆ into cases where pˆ = 0 and the cases
where pˆ 6= 0 and using the maximum term for the pˆ 6= 0
group; finally, in the last term, we let
λk =
|{h 6= 0 : ∑` k`h` 6= 0}|
q − 1 ;
notice that λk is a function of k and q.
Therefore, setting
τ
4
= max
pˆ∈[q−1]
Re(e−j
2pipˆ
p )
gives the following upper bound∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1q − 1
∑
h 6=0
e−j
2pi
p
∑mK
`=0 k`h`
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ max
pˆ∈[p−1]
[
(1− λk)2 + λ2k + 2λk(1− λk)Re(e−j
2pipˆ
p )
]
= (1− λk)2 + λ2k + 2τλk(1− λk)
= 1− (1− τ)2λk(1− λk)
≤ ψ2,
where
ψ2
4
= max
k 6=0
[1− (1− τ)2λk(1− λk)].
Notice that ψ2 depends on q but does not vary with x.
Notice further that ψ2 lies in (0, 1) since τ ∈ (0, 1) for all q
and λk ∈ (0, 1) for all k 6= 0; therefore, 2λk(1−λk) ∈ (0, 12 ].
Noting that x[0] ∈ [0, 1−σ] by assumption (x ∈ Jσ), we have∣∣∣∣∣x[0] + (1− x[0])
∑
h6=0 e
−j 2pip
∑mK
`=0 k`h`
q − 1
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ (x[0] + ψ(1− x[0]))2 < 1,
Taking the square root of both sides gives∣∣∣∣∣x[0] + (1− x[0])
∑
h6=0 e
−j 2pip
∑mK
`=0 k`h`
q − 1
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ (x[0] + ψ(1− x[0])).
Returning to our equation for A(x) in (245), we have∣∣∣A(x)− (q−1)ρqK ∣∣∣
(q−1)ρ
qK
≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k 6=0
(x[0] + ψ(1− x[0]))ρ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
which gives an upper bound on A(x)
A(x) ≤ (q − 1)
ρ
qK
1 + ∑
k 6=0
(x[0] + ψ(1− x[0]))ρ
 . (246)
Therefore, we obtain
logA(θ) ≤ log
(
(q − 1)ρ
qK
)
+ log
1 + ∑
k 6=0
(θ[0] + ψ(1− θ[0]))ρ
 , (247)
where the second term approaches 0 as ρ increases uniformly
for all θ ∈ Jδ . Returning to (244), fixing λ = ρ(1 − R) and
letting ρ = κn for some constant κ gives
lim
n→∞SL(θ)
≤ lim
n→∞
[
H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log
(
(q − 1)ρ
qK
)
+
λ
ρ
log
1 + ∑
k 6=0
(θ[0] + ψ(1− θ[0]))ρ

= H(θ)− λ
ρ
K
+ lim
n→∞
λ
ρ
log
1 + ∑
k 6=0
(θ[0] + ψ(1− θ[0]))κn

= H(θ)−K(1−R) + 0
26
= SU (θ).
Note that the choice of κ in ρ = κn should be much smaller
than q−1q to maintain some of the sparsity of LDPC codes. The
upper bound q−1q is chosen to ensure that the edges values in
the Tanner graph can be chosen from GF(q) \ {0} instead of
GF(q).
If, instead of setting ρ = κn for some constant κ, we set
ρ = κ(n)n for some function κ(n) that satisfies κ(n)n→∞
as n → ∞, we again find that limn→∞ SL(θ) = SU (θ). In
Appendix D, we show that in order for 1n logαMAC to behave as
O( lognn ), κ(n) should decay no more quickly than Θ(
logn
n ).

APPENDIX C
PROBABILITY OF SMALL MINIMUM DISTANCE CODES IN
THE LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ENSEMBLE
Since Theorem 18 bounds the difference between SL(θ)
and SU (θ) only when θ ∈ Jσ , it does not eliminate the
possibility that αMAC (defined in (22)) may be large for all values
of λ and ρ if we consider all possible values of θ.
To resolve this problem, Theorem 2 removes from the
LDPCK(Full, λ, ρ;n) ensemble all codes for which the min-
imum distance between codematrices is less than or equal to
γn. Recall that the distance between two codematrices d1 and
d2 with dimension n×K is the number of rows they differ,
d(d1,d2) =
n∑
i=1
1(d1[i, ∗] 6= d2[i, ∗]);
that is, d(d1,d2) is the number of time slots in which the
transmissions for codematrices d1 and d2 differ. The minimum
distance of codebook d is
dmin(d) = min
m 6=m′
d(dm,dm′).
In [4, Th. 6], Bennatan et al. prove that if C is a randomly
chosen code from the LDPC(Full, λ, ρ;n) ensemble (using
the full collection of legitimate codewords, rather than our
possibly reduced collection of codewords), then there exists
some γ ∈ (0, 1/2] that depends only on R and q such that
Pr[dmin(C) ≤ γn] = O(n−(λ2−1)), (248)
where the distance between two codewords is the number of
positions at which the corresponding symbols are different.
Lemma 5 builds on this result in order to bound the
probability of codes with small minimum distance under the
random LDPC code design. This bound is later employed
in the proof of Theorem 2 (see Appendix D) to bound the
change in ensemble-average number of codematrices due to
expurgation.
Lemma 5: Fix the rate R = 1 − λρ . Let λ ≥ 3 and fix
some prime power q. Let D be a randomly chosen code from
the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble. Then there exists some γ ∈
(0, 1/2] that depends only on R and q such that
Pr[dmin(D) ≤ γn] = O(n−(λ2−1)).
Proof: We begin by noting that Bennatan et al.’s single-
transmitter bound (248) on the minimum distance continues to
hold if one restricts code C to exactly qnR codewords through
random codeword selection; this follows because removing
codewords from the codebook cannot decrease the pairwise
minimum distance between the codewords that remain.
We next show that dmin(D) = dmin(C), where C is the
underlying single-transmitter code for D.
First note that dmin(D) ≤ d(Dm,Dm′), where m and m′
are any pair of index vectors from [M ]K that differ in exactly
one component. Choosing the element in that differing com-
ponent to be any pair (i, j) for which d(Ci,Cj) = dmin(C)
shows that dmin(D) ≤ dmin(C); that is, since m and m′
differ in exactly one component, say m = (i, 1, . . . , 1) and
m′ = (j, 1, . . . , 1), the time slots in which Dm and Dm′
differ are exactly the time slots in which Ci and Cj differ,
giving
dmin(D) ≤ d(Dm,Dm′) = d(Ci,Cj) = dmin(C). (249)
To prove that this bound is tight, note that the distance
d(Dm,Dm′) between any pair of distinct codematrices
Dm,Dm′ ∈D is
d(Dm,Dm′) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
k∈[K]:m(k)6=m′(k)
{i ∈ [n] : Cm(k),i 6= Cm′(k),i}
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(250)
Since m 6= m′ implies there exists at least one such k,
dmin(D) ≥ min
m,m′:m 6=m′
min
k:m(k)6=m′(k)
d(Cm(k),Cm′(k))
(251)
= dmin(C). (252)
Combining the two sides of the argument gives
dmin(D) = dmin(C).
Thus Pr[dmin(D) ≤ γn] = Pr[dmin(C) ≤ γn] =
O(n−(
λ
2−1)) gives the desired result.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Lemma 5 of Appendix C shows that for R = 1 − λρ and
λ ≥ 3, there exist some γ ∈ (0, 1/2] for which Pr[dmin(D) ≤
γn] = O(n−(
λ
2−1)) under our LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble. Fix
any σ smaller than γ. We first particularize Theorem 1 to the
expurgated ensemble LDPCK − Exσ(λ, ρ;n) to bound the
ensemble-average error probability Eex,σ
[
P
(n)
e
]
as
Eex,σ
[
P (n)e
]
≤
∑
t∈T
S
n
ex,σ(t)Dt + q−nEp(KR+(logαMAC)/n),
(253)
where Eex,σ[·] denotes expectation under the expurgated en-
semble, S
n
ex,σ is the ensemble-average spectrum under the
expurgated LDPCK − Exσ(λ, ρ;n) ensemble, and
T
4
= {t ∈ T nQ : 0 < wt(t) ≤ σn},
where for all t ∈ T nQ , wt(t) is the number of nonzero rows in
a matrix of type t.
27
Before bounding each of the elements in (253), we first
prove that there exist some finite integer n0 such that
S
n
ex,σ(t) = 0
S
n
ex,σ(t) ≤ 2S
n
L(t)
if 0 < wt(t) ≤ σn
if wt(t) > σn and n > n0.
(254)
The first property follows immediately from the definition of
the expurgated code. To prove the second property, recall
that σ < γ by assumption. Therefore, the probability that
the minimum distance of a randomly chosen code from the
LDPCK − Exσ(λ, ρ;n) ensemble is less than σn decays as
O(n−(
λ
2−1)). In other words, there exist constants a ∈ R and
n′0 ∈ Z such that for all n > n′0,
Pr[dmin(D) ≤ γn] ≤ an−(λ2−1). (255)
To guarantee that the support set of the expurgated ensemble is
at least half the size of the support set of the original ensemble,
we choose n sufficiently large so that an−(
λ
2−1) ≤ 12 .
Under this assumption, no more than half of the support are
expurgated. This gives
an−(
λ
2−1) ≤ 1
2
(256)
−
(
λ
2
− 1
)
log(an) ≤ log 1
2
(257)
log(an) ≥
(
1
λ/2− 1
)
log 2 (258)
n ≥ q
log 2
λ/2−1
a
. (259)
Therefore choosing n0 > max{n′0, q
log 2
λ/2−1 /a} ensures that
S
n
ex,σ(t) ≤ 2S
n
L(t) for any n > n0 and any t with wt(t) > σn.
While both n′0 and a are unknown, the existence of such values
proves that the desired property holds for all n sufficiently
large.
By (254), S
n
ex,σ(t) = 0 for any t with wt(t) ≤ σn.
Therefore, the term
∑
t∈T S
n
ex,σ(t)Dt in (253) equals 0.
For the rate offset logαMACn in the second term of (253), recall
that
Tc = {nθ : θ ∈ Jσ} (260)
αMAC = max
t∈Tc
S
n
ex,σ(t)
(MK − 1)B(n, t)q−nK
= max
θ∈Jσ
S
n
ex,σ(t)
(MK − 1)B(n, t)q−nK , (261)
Jσ is defined in (242), and and B(n, t) = n!/(
∏
g(tg)!) is the
number of distinct possible codematrices of type nθ. Therefore
1
n
logαMAC
=
1
n
log max
θ∈Jσ
S
n
ex,σ(nθ)
(MK − 1)B(n, nθ)q−nK
= max
θ∈Jσ
[
1
n
logS
n
ex,σ(nθ)−
1
n
log
(
(MK − 1)B(n, nθ)q−nK)]
(a)
≤ max
θ∈Jσ
[
1
n
logS
n
ex,σ(nθ)−
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ)
]
+ max
θ∈Jσ
[
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ)− SL(θ)
]
+ max
θ∈Jσ
[
SL(θ)− SU (θ)
]
+ max
θ∈Jσ
[
SU (θ)− 1
n
log
(
(MK − 1)B(n, nθ)q−nK)] ,
(262)
where (a) follows from triangle inequality for the max func-
tion.
By (254), S
n
ex,σ(nθ) ≤ 2S
n
L(nθ) for all θ ∈ Jσ; therefore,
max
θ∈Jσ
[
1
n
logS
n
ex,σ(nθ)−
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ)
]
≤ log 2
n
(263)
= O
(
1
n
)
. (264)
To bound the second element in (262), note that
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ) =
1
n
log [B(n, nθ) Pr[dnθ ∈D]]
=
1
n
logB(n, nθ) +
1
n
log Pr[dnθ ∈D]
(265)
By [33, Th. 17.4.3], the multinomial coefficient can be
bounded as
1
(n+ 1)qK
qnH(θ) ≤ B(n, nθ) ≤ qnH(θ). (266)
Further, recall from (239) that Pr[dnθ ∈D] is the probability
that a type-nθ matrix dnθ is in the codebook D of a randomly
drawn code from the LDPCK(λ, ρ;n) ensemble and that
Pr[dnθ ∈D] = b((A(x))
nλ/ρ)cnλθ
B(nλ, nλθ)(q − 1)nλ . (267)
Applying Lemma 4 to bound the numerator in (267) gives
1
n
logb((A(x))nλ/ρ)cnλθ ≤ λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
A(x)
xρθ
. (268)
Applying the lower bound of (266) to bound B(nλ, nλθ),
combining it with (267) and (268) yields
Pr[dnθ ∈D]
≤ (nλ+ 1)qK qn(−λ log(q−1)−λH(θ)+(1−R) log inf A(x)/xρθ),
(269)
where we take the infimum in (269) over all x for which
sgn(x) = sgn(θ).
Therefore, we obtain the bound
1
n
SL(nθ) ≤ H(θ) + 1
n
log(nλ+ 1)q
K − λH(θ) (270)
− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)=sgn(θ)
A(x)
xρθ
,
(271)
giving
max
θ∈Jσ
[
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ)− SL(θ)
]
≤ 1
n
log(nλ+ 1)q
K
(272)
= O
(
log n
n
)
. (273)
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By Theorem 18, there exist n and ρ such that SL(θ) −
SU (θ) <  for any  > 0. To make the statement more precise,
recall from (247) that
SL(θ)− SU (θ) < log
1 + ∑
k 6=0
(θ[0] + ψ(1− θ[0]))ρ
 ,
(274)
where θ[0] + ψ(1− θ[0]) < 1 is some constant that depends
on q and θ.
Using a power series expansion on the function log(1 + x)
reveals that SL(θ) − SU (θ) decreases exponentially in ρ.
Specifically, assume that ρ = κn, where κ is some constant
that is much smaller than q−1q ; here κ captures the density
of the LDPC code which we treat as a fixed proportion
of the blocklength n, with low κ yielding low density and
therefore low LDPC decoding complexity and high κ yielding
improvements in LDPC code performance at the cost of higher
complexity. Using this choice of ρ gives
max
θ∈Jσ
[
SL(θ)− SU (θ)
]
= O (cκn0 ) , (275)
where c0 < 1 is some constant that depends on q and δ.
To bound the final term in (262), recall that SU (θ) =
H(θ)−K(1−R) and M = qnR. Therefore,
SU (θ)− 1
n
log
(
(MK − 1)B(n, nθ)q−nK)
= H(θ)−K(1−R)
−
[
1
n
log(qnRK − 1) + 1
n
logB(n, nθ)−K
]
(276)
= H(θ)− 1
n
logB(n, nθ) +
[
KR− 1
n
log(qnRK − 1)
]
(277)
= H(θ)− 1
n
logB(n, nθ) +
log(1− 1/qnRK)
n
(278)
= H(θ)− 1
n
logB(n, nθ) +O
(
1
nqnRK
)
, (279)
where (279) follows from the power series expansion on the
function log(1− x).
Applying the following Stirling’s bound on n! [34], which
is valid for any positive integers n,
√
2pinn+
1
2 e−ne
1
12n+1 < n! <
√
2pinn+
1
2 e−ne
1
12n (280)
gives the expression log n! = n log n−n log e+ 12 log(2pin)+
O(1/n). Therefore,
H(θ)− 1
n
logB(n, nθ)
= H(θ)− 1
n
n log n− n log e+ 1
2
log(2pin)
−
∑
g∈Q:θg 6=0
(nθg log(nθg)− nθg log e+ 1
2
log(2pinθg))
+O
(
1
n
)]
(281)
= H(θ)− 1
n
n log n− ∑
g∈Q:θg 6=0
nθg log(nθg) (282)
+
1
2
log(2pin)− 1
2
log
 ∏
g∈Q:θg 6=0
2pinθg
+O( 1
n
)
(283)
= H(θ)−
log n− ∑
g∈Q:θg 6=0
θg log(nθg)

+O
(
log n
n
)
+O
(
1
n2
)
(284)
= H(θ)−
log n− ∑
g∈Q:θg 6=0
θg log(nθg)
+O( log n
n
)
(285)
= H(θ)−
∑
g∈Q:θg 6=0
(θg log θg) +O
(
log n
n
)
(286)
= O
(
log n
n
)
. (287)
Returning to (279),
max
θ∈Jσ
[
SU (θ)− 1
n
log
(
(MK − 1)B(n, nθ)q−nK)]
= O
(
log n
n
)
. (288)
Combining (262), (264), (273), (275) and (288) gives
logαMAC
n
= O
(
1
n
)
+O
(
log n
n
)
+O (cκn0 ) +O
(
log n
n
)
,
(289)
where c0 < 1 is some constant that depends on q and δ.
To conclude, 1n logαMAC decays to zero as O(
logn
n ) for large
enough ρ (or, as a special case, for a constant κ such that
q−1
q > κ > 0 and ρ = κn).
Remark 20: To achieve even lower density, we can set
ρ = κ(n)n for some function κ(n) that decays with n. When
κ(n)→ 0 no more quickly than Θ( lognn ), we again find that
1
n logαMAC decays to zero as O(
logn
n ). To see this, note from
(289) that
1
n
logαMAC = O
(
c
κ(n)n
0
)
+O
(
log n
n
)
. (290)
To find the fastest decay rate of κ(n) for which O(cκ(n)n0 )
behaves as O
(
logn
n
)
, we set
c
κ(n)n
0 =
log n
n
(291)
κ(n)n log c0 = log log n− log n (292)
κ(n) =
log log n− log n
n log c0
. (293)
Therefore, from (293) we conclude that when κ(n) decays
no more quickly than Θ
(
logn
n
)
, then O(cκ(n)n0 ) does not
29
dominate O
(
logn
n
)
, which in turn makes logαMACn behave as
O
(
logn
n
)
.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to the proof of [35,
Lemma 7]. For any code C from the LDPC(λ, ρ;n) ensemble
before random codeword removal, we have RC ≥ R. If the
expected value of the actual rate is close to the design rate,
then one can apply Markov’s inequality to demonstrate that
most codes have rates close to the design rate.
From Theorem 17, we have for any θ = (θ(g) : g ∈ Q)
SL(θ)
4
= lim
n→∞
1
n
logS
n
L(nθ)
= (1− λ)H(θ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
log inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
A(x)
xρθ
.
We want to determine the expected rate limn→∞ 1n logS
n
all,
where S
n
all =
∑
nθ∈T nQ S
n
L(nθ) is the ensemble-average
number of codematrices and T nQ is the set of possible types
at length n. Since there is only a polynomial number of types
|T nQ | and the number of codematrices increases exponentially
in n, the expected rate is equal to the supremum of SL(θ) over
all θ. Setting up the Lagrangian of SL(θ) with the constraint∑
g∈Q θg = 1 gives
θg = Λx
λ
λ−1
g ,∀g ∈ Q,
where Λ is a constant chosen to satisfy the constraint∑
g∈Q θg = 1. Substituting the value of θg back into SL(θ),
taking its partial derivative with respect to each xg , and using
the symmetry of SL(θ) with respect to each xg , we find that
the stationary point happens when
xg = x0,∀g ∈ Q. (294)
Therefore
θg = θ0 =
1
|Q| =
1
qK
,∀g ∈ Q,
and the supremum of SL(θ) is
SL(θ) = (1− λ) log qK − λ log(q − 1) +
λ
ρ
inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
[
logA(x)− log
∏
g
xρ/q
K
g
]
(a)
= K(1− λ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)[
log
(q − 1)ρ
qK
(qKx0)
ρ − log xρ0
]
= K(1− λ)− λ log(q − 1) + λ
ρ
inf
x:sgn(x)
=sgn(θ)
[ρ log(q − 1)−K + ρK + ρ log x0 − ρ log x0]
= K(1− λ)− λ
ρ
K + λK
= KR,
where (a) follows from (294) and the fact that the DFT of
a constant sequence is only non-zero at zero. That is, the
components of A(x) (defined in (238)) is non-zero only when
k = 0, and there are (pm − 1)ρ = (q − 1)ρ of such terms.
In summary, the expected rate satisfies
1
n
logS
n
all = KR+ ωn,
where ωn = o(1). Let SnD denote the number of codematrices
in the randomly drawn MAC codebook corresponding to the
underlying LDPC codeC. Applying Markov’s inequality gives
Pr[RC ≥ R+ ] = Pr
[
qnKRC ≥ qnKR · qnK]
= Pr
[
Snd ≥ S
n
allq
n(−ωn)
]
≤ E[S
n
d ]
S
n
allq
n(−ωn)
≤ q−n/2,
for any  > 0 and n ≥ n(), where n() is chosen so that
ωn ≤ /2 for all n ≥ n(). This completes the proof of the
first claim (24).
To prove the second claim (25), notice that RC ≤ 1, hence
E[RC −R]
= E[RC −R|RC −R ≤ ] · Pr[RC −R ≤ ]
+E[RC −R|RC −R > ] · Pr[RC −R > ]
≤  · 1 + 1 · q−n/2,
and the second claim follows by choosing  = 2 lognn . 
APPENDIX F
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of
Theorem 1. The key difference is that when (X1, X2) =
(c1,1, c2,1) is transmitted, the set of codeword pairs for which
the ML decoder fails to decode is separated into three groups:
(c1,i, c2,1), for some i 6= 1,
(c1,1, c2,j), for some j 6= 1,
(c1,i, c2,j), for some (i, j) 6= (1, 1).
By the given code construction, transmitter i employs a
random code from the LDPC(λi, ρi, δi;n) ensemble. Notice
that the codebook is restricted by our code design to include
precisely Mi = qnRi codewords for each transmitter, where
the design rate Ri = 1− λiρi for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Denote
c(i) = {ci,1, . . . , ci,Mi}
as the codebook for transmitter i before applying coset vector
and quantization. Given the coset vectors v1 and v2 and
quantizers δ1 and δ2, the resulting set of channel inputs is
{(δ1(c1,k1 + v1), δ2(c2,k2 + v2)) : (k1, k2) ∈ [M1]× [M2]}.
For notational simplicity, let d = {dm : m ∈ [M1]× [M2]}
describe the corresponding MAC codebook; here for any m =
30
(m(1),m(2)), dm = (c1,m(1), c2,m(2)). The corresponding
channel input is
δ(dm + v)
4
= (δ1(c1,m(1) + v1), δ2(c2,m(2) + v2)).
The expected value under our random code construction of the
average error probability is
E[P (n)e ] =
∑
m
∑
d
∑
v
PM (m)PD(d)PV (v)P
(n)
e|m,d,v
= EMDV
[
P
(n)
e|M ,D,V
]
,
where P (n)e|m,d,v is the conditional error probability under fixed
values of the message vector m = (m(1),m(2)), codebook
d = c(1) × c(2), and coset matrix v = (v1,v2), PM (m),
PD(d), and PV (v) capture the (independent, uniform) distri-
butions on the vectors of possible messages over [M1]× [M2],
set of possible codebooks, and cosets over GF(q)n×GF(q)n,
respectively, and EMDV [·] is the resulting expectation.
We begin by bounding the conditional error probability
P
(N)
e|m,d,v . Let
Ym,d,v = {y : ∃ m′ ∈ [M1]× [M2] \ {m} s.t.
Pr [y|δ(dm′ + v)] ≥ Pr [y|δ(dm + v)]} .
Then
P
(n)
e|m,d,v ≤ Pr [Ym,d,v|m,d,v] ,
which is an inequality rather than an equality since an error
is not guaranteed for the case of a tie.
The set Ym,d,v can be equivalently written as the union of
the following sets
Y1m,d,v = {y : ∃ i ∈ [M1] \ {m(1)} s.t.
Pr
[
y|δ(d(i,m(2)) + v)
] ≥ Pr [y|δ(dm + v)]} ,
Y2m,d,v = {y : ∃ j ∈ [M2] \ {m(2)} s.t.
Pr
[
y|δ(d(m(1),j) + v)
] ≥ Pr [y|δ(dm + v)]} ,
Y12m,d,v = {y : ∃ i ∈ [M1] \ {m(1)}, j ∈ [M2] \ {m(2)}
s.t. Pr
[
y|δ(d(i,j) + v)
] ≥ Pr [y|δ(dm + v)]} .
Therefore, by the union bound
Pr[Ym,d,v|m,d,v] ≤
∑
i∈{1,2,12}
Pr[Yim,d,v|m,d,v]. (295)
For the first term in the summation, abbreviating i ∈ [M1] \
{m(1)} to i 6= m(1) and taking the expectation over m,d,v
gives
E[Pr[Y1M ,D,V |M ,D,V ]]
=
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a) Pr[y|δ(a)]
· Pr[∃i ∈ [M1] \ {m(1)} : Pr[y|δ(D(i,m(2)) + V )]
≥ Pr[y|δ(Dm + V )]|Dm + V = a]
=
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a) Pr[y|δ(a)]
· Pr[∃i ∈ [M1] \ {m(1)} : D(i,m(2)) + V = a′,
Pr[y|δ(a′)] ≥ Pr[y|δ(a)]|Dm + V = a]
(a)
≤
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a) Pr[y|δ(a)] min
1, ∑
i 6=m(1)∑
Pr[y|δ(a′)]≥Pr[y|δ(a)]
Pr[D(i,m(2)) + V = a
′|Dm + V = a]

(b)
≤
∑
m,a,y
PM (m)PDm+V (a) Pr[y|δ(a)]
 ∑
i6=m(1)∑
Pr[y|δ(a′)]≥Pr[y|δ(a)]
Pr[D(i,m(2)) + V = a
′|Dm + V = a]
ρ
(c)
=
∑
y,a
PD1+V (a) Pr[y|δ(a)]
∑
i6=1∑
Pry|δ(a′])≥Pr[y|δ(a)]
Pr[D(i,1) + V = a
′|D1 + V = a]
ρ ,
where (a) follows from the union bound and the bounded
nature of probabilities, (b) follows by a case analysis for any
ρ ∈ [0, 1]: min{1, a} = 1 ≤ aρ when a ≥ 1, and min{1, a} =
a ≤ aρ when 0 ≤ a < 1; and (c) follows for 1 = (1, 1) by
the symmetry of our random code design. Under our random
code design and coset choice, for any i 6= 1
Pr[D1 + V = a,D(i,1) + V = a
′]
=
∑
v
Pr[V = v,D1 = a− v,D(i,1) −D1 = a′ − a]
= q−2n
∑
v
Pr[D1 = a− v,D(i,1) −D1 = a′ − a]
= q−2n Pr[D(i,1) −D1 = a′ − a]
(d)
= q−2n Pr[C1,i −C1,1 = a′[∗, 1]− a[∗, 1]]
(e)
≤ q−2n Pr[a′[∗, 1]− a[∗, 1] ∈ C(1)]
·Pr[C1,i −C1,1 = a′[∗, 1]− a[∗, 1]
|a′[∗, 1]− a[∗, 1] ∈ C(1)]
(f)
≤ q−2n S
n
1 (T nq (a′[∗, 1]− a[∗, 1]))
B
(
n, T nq (a′[∗, 1]− a[∗, 1])
) 1
M1 − 1
(g)
≤ q−2n (α1q−n) ,
where S
n
1 (t) refers to the ensemble-average number of type-
t codewords for transmitter 1, (d) follows since D(i,1) =
(C1,i,C2,1) and D1 = (C1,1,C2,1), and a′[∗, 1]/a[∗, 1]
refers to the first column of the n × 2 codematrix a′/a, (e)
follows since the difference between two codewords is also
a codeword in any linear code, and the upper bound still
holds even we select M1 = qnR1 codewords for transmitter 1,
(f) follows since the number of codewords M(C(1)) in the
random codebook for transmitter 1 M(C(1)) ≥ M1 = qnR1
prior to our random restriction to precisely M1 codewords,
and (g) follows from the definition of α1 in (36).
Since PD1+V (a) = q
−2n by the uniformity of random
coset matrix V ,
Pr[D(i,1) + V = a
′|D1 + V = a] ≤ α1q−n.
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Therefore
E[Pr[Y1M ,D,V |M ,D,V ]]
≤
∑
y,a
q−2n Pr[y|δ(a)]
·
qnR1∑
i=2
∑
Pr[y|δ(a′)]≥Pr[y|δ(a)]
α1q
−n
ρ
≤ αρ1
∑
y,a
q−2n Pr[y|δ(a)]
·
(qnR1 − 1) ∑
a′:Pr[y|δ(a′)]≥Pr[y|δ(a)]
q−n
ρ
≤ αρ1qnR1ρ
∑
x1,x2,y
PY |X1,X2(y|x1,x2)
∑
a:δ(a)=(x1,x2)
q−2n
·
 ∑
x′1:
PY |X1,X2 (y|x
′
1,x2)
PY |X1,X2 (y|x1,x2)
≥1
∑
a′:δ(a′)=(x′1,x2)
q−n

ρ
= αρ1q
nR1ρ
∑
x1,x2,y
PY |X1,X2(y|x1,x2)PX1(x1)PX2(x2)
·
 ∑
x′1:
PY |X1,X2 (y|x
′
1,x2)
PY |X1,X2 (y|x1,x2)
≥1
PX1(x
′
1)

ρ
(h)
≤ αρ1qnR1ρ
∑
x1,x2,y
PY |X1,X2(y|x1,x2)PX1(x1)PX2(x2)
·
∑
x′1
PX1(x
′
1)
(
PY |X1,X2(y|x′1,x2)
PY |X1,X2(y|x1,x2)
)sρ
= αρ1q
nR1ρ
∑
y
∑
x2
PX2(x2)
·
(∑
x1
PX1(x1)PY |X1,X2(y|x1,x2)1−sρ
)
·
∑
x′1
PX1(x
′
1)PY |X1,X2(y|x′1,x2)s
ρ ,
where (h) holds for any s > 0.
When s = 1/(1 + ρ), rewriting the result (296) in an
exponential form using error exponent from (30) and (33),
and optimizing over 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 gives
E[Pr[Y1M ,D,V |M ,D,V ]] ≤ q−nEp1 (R1+
logα1
n ). (296)
Switching the role of transmitter 1 and transmitter 2 in the
above proof, we obtain
E[Pr[Y2M ,D,V |M ,D,V ]] ≤ q−nEp2 (R2+
logα2
n ). (297)
Finally, E[Pr[Y12M ,D,V |M ,D,V ]] can be bounded using
the same technique as the proof of Theorem 1, giving
E[Pr[Y12M ,D,V |M ,D,V ]] ≤ q−nEp12 (R1+R2+
logα1α2
n ).
(298)
Plugging the three expressions above into (295) completes
the proof. 
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Given a DM-PPC (X , PY |X(y|x),Y) with capacity achiev-
ing distribution PX and capacity C, Gallager’s error exponent
is defined as
Ep(R)
4
= max
0≤ρ≤1
[E0(ρ, PX)− ρR], (299)
where
E0(ρ, PX)
4
= − loge
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
PX(x)PY |X(y|x)1/(1+ρ)
]1+ρ
,
(300)
Applying a second-order Taylor expansion to E0(ρ, PX) at
ρ = 0 gives
E0(ρ, PX) = E0(0, PX) + ρE
′
0(0, PX) +
ρ2
2
E′′0 (ρ∗, PX)
(301)
for some ρ∗ ∈ [0, ρ].
Direct calculation gives E0(0, PX) = − log 1 = 0, and [6,
Eq. 5.5.30] shows E′0(0, PX) = C.
Let β be an upper bound for −E′′0 (ρ∗, PX). Then (301)
becomes
E0(ρ, PX) = 0 + ρC +
ρ2
2
E′′0 (ρ∗, PX) (302)
≥ ρC − ρ
2
2
β. (303)
Therefore,
Ep(R) ≥ ρC − ρ
2
2
β − ρR. (304)
The right-hand side of (304) is a concave quadratic function
in ρ. Taking its derivative and equating the derivative to 0
yields the following stationary point
ρ =
C −R
β
, (305)
giving
Ep(R) ≥ C −R
β
C −
(
C −R
β
)2
β
2
− C −R
β
R (306)
=
(C −R)2
2β
, for C −R ≤ β. (307)
Following the outline in [6, Exercise 5.23], one can show
that (proof omitted)
−E′′0 (ρ, PX) ≤
4
e2
+ log2e |Y| − [E′0(ρ, PX)]2. (308)
Note that E0(ρ, PX) has the following properties ([6,
Th.5.6.3])
E0(ρ, PX) ≥ 0, ρ ≥ 0, (309)
E′0(ρ, PX) > 0, ρ ≥ 0, (310)
E′′0 (ρ, PX) ≤ 0, ρ ≥ 0. (311)
32
Therefore,
min
ρ∈[0,1]
E′0(ρ, PX) = E
′
0(1, PX), (312)
and Rcr
4
= E′0(1, PX) is known as the critical rate [6, Eq.
(5.6.30)].
Plugging Rcr into (308) gives
−E′′0 (ρ, PX) ≤
4
e2
+ log2e |Y| −R2cr. (313)
The bound in (307) requires C −R ≤ β so that ρ is within
[0, 1]. This means that β can be taken as
• β = 4e2 + log
2
e |Y|, which is valid for all 0 ≤ R ≤ C, or
• β = 4e2 + log
2
e |Y| −R2cr, which is valid for max{0, C −
( 4e2 + log
2
e |Y| −R2cr)} ≤ R ≤ C.
Finally, substituting β = 4e2 + 2 log
2
e |Y| (which is looser
than the conservative value 4e2 + log
2
e |Y|) into (307) gives a
lower bound on Ep(R). Invoking Theorem 7 with this lower
bound completes the proof. 
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